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1 Foreword
In 2019, the Department for Transport (DfT) published the Clean Maritime Plan (CMP), setting out
the Government’s roadmap to decarbonise the domestic maritime sector by 2050. The Plan set an
ambition for the UK to have built a number of clean maritime clusters, combining innovation and
infrastructure for the use of zero emission propulsion technologies, across the country by 2035. To
inform DfT policy development in this area, the CMP committed to undertake a study to ‘identify and
support potential UK zero emission shipping clusters’. This study delivers on that commitment.
This study also contributes to the growing academic literature exploring the topic of clustering over
the past decade. Commissioned by DfT and delivered by the consultancy firms E4tech and UMAS, this
study offers further insight into the opportunities and challenges for clean maritime clusters in the
UK.
The study used a combination of interviews with industry, desk-research and expert knowledge in
the relevant technology areas. This approach was designed ensure an understanding of the existing
basis for supply-orientated clusters in the UK, their potential for growth and potential locations for
them. Feedback from the Clean Maritime Council was also used to refine this study and identify
possible future research on this topic.
DfT will use this research to better understand the opportunities and challenges arising from
clustering and may use its findings to help inform maritime and transport decarbonisation policy
development.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Research background
The Clean Maritime Plan (CMP) states that by 2035 the UK will have:
•

Built a number of clean maritime clusters which combine innovation and infrastructure for the
use of zero emission propulsion technologies; and

•

Made low or zero emission fuel bunkering options readily available across the UK.

The CMP included a commitment to undertake a study which would identify potential UK zero emission
shipping clusters. This research project will feed into the UK Department for Transport’s (DfT’s) cluster
study and will assist Government in the development of a systematic approach to the development of
low or zero emission energy in shipping.

2.2 Cluster definition
Although definitions of economic clusters vary, the concept pursued in this study is ‘geographical areas
focused on innovation and infrastructure associated with particular zero emission propulsion
technologies for vessels as well as the supply of the related zero emission energy’. Note that this
includes both UK supply side opportunities and UK maritime decarbonisation. The definition
contemplates locations which are focused on different specialisms on the energy supply and use sides,
though to the extent that overlaps are relevant they are examined.

2.3 Analytical approach
The project’s primary objective is to identify priority locations for clusters and the associated
infrastructure needs. The approach draws upon economic cluster theory, recognising that it is
necessary to satisfy several conditions for a cluster to succeed in a local business environment, rather
than have strong presence of just one condition. Given the nascent aspect of many of the technologies
and markets in question, the focus is mostly upon factor conditions and related & supporting industries
(supply side factors) and demand conditions. The approach assesses demand and supply side factors
separately and combines them to draw out implications for cluster activity.

Based upon Porter’s theory of successful economic clusters, https://hbr.org/1998/11/clusters-and-the-new-economics-of-competition.
Graphic courtesy of Frontier Economics
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The project followed the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Selection of key technologies and fuels with potential to be the basis of UK supply clusters
for a UK clean maritime sector
Demand side assessment of each technology
Supply side assessment of each technology
a. Identification of specific features of clusters
b. Assessment of existing assets and activity relative to specific features
c. Assessment of conditions for growth
Overall implications for cluster locations and activity

The study used a combination of interviews with industry, desk-research and expert knowledge in
these technology areas. This approach was designed to inform DfT of the existing basis for supplyorientated clusters in the UK, the potential for growth and potential locations for these clusters – using
a variety of different sources and perspectives.
17 interviews were conducted with stakeholders and the information gathered was supplemented by
desk-research, demand side modelling and existing expertise in the team. Details of the organisations
interviewed are shown in Appendix A and references to data sources and interviews are footnoted
within the text (note that commercial sensitivity may prevent reference to specific organisations).
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3 Selection of key technologies and fuels for cluster research
It would not have been possible or relevant to examine cluster potential in every low carbon maritime
technology, so an initial narrowing down was applied to focus the work. This task identified five
propulsion technology or fuel options that have strong decarbonisation potential and may be suited
to development within economic clusters in the UK. The selection of five options was based on a
qualitative multi-criteria analysis of these options by E4tech, with validation by DfT officials.

3.1 Candidate technologies
During 2019, a long list of technologies was identified during the work supporting the Clean Maritime
Plan. This was completed by the Frontier Economics-led consortium of which E4tech is a member.
Table 1: Long list of onboard (propulsion-related) technologies
Onboard (propulsion technologies) 1
Fuel cell

Fed by hydrogen, methanol or methane

Onboard hydrogen

Hydrogen in liquid or gas for fuel cell or Internal Combustion (IC)
engine

Onboard batteries

Lithium ion energy storage, fed by renewable electricity

Electric propulsion

E-motors, drives and control systems for ship propulsion

Air lubrication

Technologies to create air bubble cushion for the ship’s hull

Wind propulsion

Sails, kites or Flettner rotors for wind assistance onboard

EGR and SCR

2

Emissions reduction for IC engine technologies
Table 2: Long list of offboard (energy-related) options

Offboard (fuel options) 3

Low carbon energy chain

Shore power

Onshore electricity supply to power all port auxiliary systems

Hydrogen

Renewable electricity via electrolysis
Natural gas reforming + CCS
By-product from industrial processes + CCS (where required)

Methanol

Renewable hydrogen via electrolysis, CO/ CO2 from waste stream
Natural gas + CCS, CO from syngas/ CO2 from waste stream
By-product hydrogen from industrial processes + CCUS, CO/ CO2 from
waste stream
Renewable hydrogen via electrolysis, CO/CO2 from direct air capture

Ammonia (Haber Bosch
ammonia synthesis used in all
production processes)

Renewable hydrogen via electrolysis, nitrogen from air separation unit
(ASU)
Renewable hydrogen and nitrogen via electrolysis
Hydrogen from reforming natural gas + CCS, nitrogen from air

1

Economic opportunities from low and zero emission shipping: report. July 2019.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-maritime-plan-maritime-2050-environment-route-map
2
Exhaust Gas Recirculation and Selective Catalytic Reduction (EGR/SCR)
3
Economic opportunities from low and zero emission shipping: report. July 2019.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-maritime-plan-maritime-2050-environment-route-map
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By-product from industrial processes + CCS, nitrogen from ASU (or other
tech)
Bio-LNG

Biomass gasification

For this project, further definition of the technologies and fuels, beyond the fuel type (e.g. hydrogen)
and including the specific low carbon energy chain, was required to identify their relevance for
potential economic clusters.
For the fuel options, the production processes were defined for each fuel, e.g. low carbon hydrogen
was identified as an option which could be produced in the UK commercially using three different
groups of industrial processes: renewable electricity via electrolysis, natural gas reforming with carbon
capture and storage (CCS) and/or as a by-product from existing fossil-based industrial processes (such
as, steam cracking to produce chemicals) with CCS (if required to make the process low carbon). The
diversity of these options is underlined by the complexity of low carbon maritime energy chains,
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic of clean maritime fuel and technology chains considered in this study

3.2 Scoring approach
The qualitative multi-criteria analysis of the options was performed by E4tech and the selection was
completed during the kick-off meeting between DfT and E4tech on 26 November 2019. The five
criteria used to assess the options were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Volume of future demand by 2035 in UK domestic shipping
Depth of UK supply chain
UK competitive advantage
Breadth and depth of application in vessels
Synergies with other industries and applications.
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A traffic light scoring system was used to score each propulsion technology or fuel option against the
criteria, with green indicating favourable conditions and red less favourable conditions. Details of the
criteria, evidence and scoring are discussed in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Volume of future demand
The volume of future domestic shipping energy demand by 2035 was based on the scenario modelling
work University Maritime Advisory Services (UMAS) completed during 2019 for the Clean Maritime
Plan (CMP). From this work, modelling of domestic shipping demand in Scenario F was used to provide
an initial indication of demand in 2035 4 , 5 (see Table 3). This scenario was only used at this
technology/fuel selection stage and it was chosen as it best aligns with UK national (net-zero by 2050)
and International Maritime Organisation (IMO) climate targets (50% reduction by 2050) and is midway
between scenarios D and E. Scenarios D and E are used in later parts of the analysis to represent a
range of deployment of technologies depending on the policy environment and decarbonisation path
taken.
Table 3: Scenarios used in scenario modelling for the Clean Maritime Plan 6
Scenario

Global GHG policy

UK domestic
GHG policy

UK domestic air
quality policy

Fuel prices

Bio-energy

D

Zero GHG from
domestic and
international
shipping by 2050

Zero GHG from
UK domestic
and
international
shipping by
2050

Agreed IMO
policies (e.g.
North Sea SOx
and NOx and
NOx Emission
Control Area,
global sulphur
cap)

Central fuel
price (hydrogen
is assumed or
be produced
using SMR +
CCS; ammonia
and methanol
prices
consistent with
this
assumption)

No use of
biofuels in
shipping

E

50% GHG reduction
from domestic and
international
shipping by 2050
and zero GHG from
domestic and
international
shipping by 2070

50% GHG
reduction from
domestic and
international
shipping by
2050 and zero
GHG from
domestic and
international
shipping by
2070

Same as
Scenario D

Same as
Scenario D

Same as
Scenario D

4

Scenario analysis: take-up of emissions reduction options and their impacts on emissions and costs: report.
July 2019. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-maritime-plan-maritime-2050-environmentroute-map
5
This estimate was calculated separately and before the more detailed demand modelling later in the project
6
Scenario analysis: take-up of emissions reduction options and their impacts on emissions and costs: report.
July 2019. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-maritime-plan-maritime-2050-environmentroute-map
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F

50% GHG reduction
from domestic and
international
shipping by 2050
and zero GHG from
domestic and
international
shipping by 2070

Zero GHG by
2050 from the
UK domestic
fleet; UK
international
voyages
consistent with
global GHG
policy

Same as
Scenario D

Same as
Scenario D

Same as
Scenario D

3.2.2 Depth of UK supply chain
The depth of the UK supply chain considers the existing operational facilities and logistics networks for
each propulsion technology or fuel in the UK. For example, ammonia via hydrogen from reforming
natural gas combined with CCS and nitrogen from air scored well. This is due to operational ammonia
plants located in the UK that employ this process and are located close to potential CCS sites. This
evidence was drawn from team knowledge and prior work for DfT in preparation for the CMP, notably
the report and technical annexes on Economic Opportunities from Low and Zero Emission Shipping7.

3.2.3 UK competitive advantage
Competitive advantage considers how the UK is currently positioned in the development and
production of the propulsion technology and fuel options. For example, electric machines scored well
due to the strength of R&D capability from other sector applications for machines, expertise in
materials development and UK’s capability in systems integration. This evidence was drawn from team
knowledge and prior work for DfT in preparation for the CMP, notably the report and technical annexes
on Economic Opportunities from Low and Zero Emission Shipping8.

3.2.4 Breadth and depth of application in UK vessels
The breadth and depth of applications in vessels evaluates the suitability and expected use of the
technology or fuel options in the maritime sector. If an option is expected to be suitable for a wide
range of vessels and used extensively in these, then it is scored favourably. Evidence was drawn from
expert knowledge in the team and informed by scenario modelling work for the CMP9.

3.2.5 Synergies with other industries and applications
Synergies with other industries and applications could create the level of activity required to reach a
tipping point for growth of a cluster. Synergies could include demand from other transport sectors in
a localised area. Together with maritime demand, demand from other sectors could support the
economics for investing in low carbon fuel production. As an example, there are already industrial
production facilities that produce hydrogen in the UK, and use it onsite for industrial fuel in refinery
processes or local chemical production, but these facilities would need to invest in purification,

7

Frontier Economics, E4tech and UMAS (2019) ‘Economic Opportunities from Low and Zero Emission Shipping’.
Frontier Economics, E4tech and UMAS (2019) ‘Economic Opportunities from Low and Zero Emission Shipping’.
9
Frontier Economics, UMAS, CE Delft (2019) Scenario analysis: take-up of emissions reduction options and their
impacts on emissions and costs: Report and Technical Annex
8
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separation and other equipment to produce transport grade hydrogen. A higher level of demand for
transport grade hydrogen would make investment in this equipment more viable.
With onboard technologies, the tipping point can be at different thresholds at multiple points in the
supply chain. For example, maritime demand for fuel cells may need the support of demand from
heavy duty and rail application to warrant private investment in the materials supply technologies and
sub-components manufacturing facilities upstream of the final fuel cell system assembly plants.
As future technology developments and the level of demand for low carbon propulsion technology or
fuel options are currently uncertain, a spread of options including both on- and off-board options, is
desirable at this stage. Furthermore, options that cover a range of technology maturity levels (TRL10)
and vessel types are also desired. To achieve this, it was stipulated that a minimum of two options
were selected from the on- and off-board categories and the options selected represented a range of
technologies maturities and vessel types.

3.3 Scoring results
The five options chosen were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shore power (for cold-ironing and vessel charge)
Ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage
Hydrogen from renewable electricity
Electric propulsion
Fuel cells

E4tech presented the multi-criteria analysis to DfT officials in a workshop where the five technologies
in the scope of this study were decided upon. As well as the multi-criteria analysis, other factors were
considered to create a portfolio:
•
•

Complementary technologies that could be beneficial to include, if the others were selected.
A balance of technologies applicable to different shipping types – there are technologies that
could be more applicable to specific parts of the UK shipping fleet e.g battery and hydrogen
may be more suited to the UK domestic fleet. Technologies were selected to capture options
for as many shipping types as possible.

This selection also took into account how supply chain options interact with one another and these
five options cover all the low carbon energy chains shown in bold in the following table. The chains
that score most favourably are shown at the top of the table with those scoring lower towards the
bottom.

10

Technology Readiness Levels
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Table 4: Multi-criteria assessment 11
Low carbon energy
chains
Ammonia
Ammonia
Electric propulsion
NOx reduction
Ammonia
Hydrogen
Port electrification
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
NOx reduction
Methanol
Methanol
Ammonia
Methanol
Methanol
Battery
Flettner rotor
Air lubricants
Fuel cell
LNG
H2 storage

Onboard / Technology
Offboard maturity (TRL)
H2 from Nat gas + CCS, N 2 from air/ ASU
Byproduct H2 + CCS, N 2 from ASU
e-Motor and drives and control systems
Selective catalytic reduction
Renewable H2 , N 2 from ASU
Nat gas + CCS
Electrification of vessels in port from shore
Renewable electricity
Byproduct + CCS
Exhaust gas recirculation
Nat gas + CCUS, CO from syngas/ CO 2 from waste stream
Byproduct H2 + CCUS, CO/ CO 2 from waste stream
Renewable H2 and N2
Renewable H2 , CO/ CO 2 from waste stream
Renewable H2 , CO/ CO 2 from direct air capture
Lithium ion, fed by renewable electricity
Wind power for propulsion
Water resistance reduction
Fed by H2 , CH3 OH or CH4
Biomass
H2 in liquid or gas for fuel cell or IC engine

Off
Off
On
On
Off
Off
Both
Off
Off
On
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Both
On
On
Both
Off
Both

Demand Depth of
Breadth /
Competitive
by 2035
UK supply
depth use Synergies
advantage
(domestic) chain
in vessels

Off: 8, On: 5
Off: 8, On: 5
8
8
Off: 7, On: 5
Off: 7, On: 5/7
8
Off: 7, On: 5/6
Off: 7, On: 5/6
5/6
Off: 8, On: 8
Off: 8, On: 8
Off: 4, On: 5
Off: 7, On: 8
Off: 6, On: 8
8
8
8
5/6
Off: 9, On: 9
8

The options shown in bold generally score more favourably than those not included. Fuel cells do not
score highly but are included as they were favoured as a low TRL future technology and would also
provide the onboard propulsion for low carbon hydrogen. This decision is further supported, since the
UK already has a hydrogen fuel cell ferry project in development in Scotland (HySeas III) and related
hydrogen production project “BIG HIT” in the Orkney Islands, and is investigating other hydrogen
projects and potential clusters. Although the focus of this investigation is for fuel cells for primary
propulsion, there is also potential demand for lower power fuel cells for auxiliary systems.
NOx reduction technologies, selective catalytic reduction and exhaust gas recirculation score well but
are not included as they are somewhat separate from the other propulsion technologies or fuel
options. These are flue gas clean-up technologies that can be used across multiple fuel combustion
engines, and although provide emissions reductions, are not strategically aligned to a net-zero
ambition.

11

H2 – hydrogen, CH4 – methane, CH3OH – methanol, CO – carbon monoxide, CO2 – carbon dioxide, N2 –
nitrogen, CCS – carbon capture and storage, CCUS – carbon capture, usage and storage
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4 Demand for clean maritime technologies
4.1 Introduction
Although this study focuses on supply-orientated clusters, it is important to consider the potential
uptake for the technologies. For some of the technologies the level of local demand is a key factor in
considering where clusters could form. This section provides the insights from demand modelling
conducted by UMAS. A full description of methodology and results is included in Appendix B.
As a summary of the methodology used, the following information was determined:
1. Number of port calls by vessel type in 2016 for each UK port
2. Fuel demand related to each vessel type in 2016 for each UK port
3. A mapping of vessel types to possible alternative fuel/energy demand in line with the
decarbonisation of the UK shipping fleet modelled in scenario modelling work for the CMP12
– Scenario D & E (See section 3.2.1 for a description of the scenarios)
4. Potential energy demand at each port (based on 2016 UK fleet), for ammonia, hydrogen,
electricity for vessel recharge and electricity for cold ironing
5. Potential number of vessels utilising fuel cell technology in each port
6. Potential number of battery electrically driven vessels in each port
The results from the demand modelling are summarised below. As hydrogen is not taken up in the
scenario modelling work for the CMP, an illustrative hydrogen scenario is presented in which the
energy demand from battery electric vessels is fully transferred to hydrogen fuelled vessels. The use
of this scenario was deemed appropriate by expert judgement, as the use of (compressed) hydrogen
and fuel cells is developing as a potential alternative to battery electric, especially in vessels such as
ferries.
These results allow the supply side conditions to be compared with demand to form an overall
impression of cluster location potential in the Conclusions section.

12

Frontier Economics, UMAS, CE Delft (2019) Scenario analysis: take-up of emissions reduction options and
their impacts on emissions and costs: Report and Technical Annex
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4.2 Ammonia, electricity for vessel recharging and hydrogen
Figure 2 depicts the potential demand for ammonia using the 2016 UK fleet size and the uptake of
technology in scenario D in 2050 (full decarbonisation by 2050). Values are expressed in terms of
tonnes of ammonia.

Figure 2: Ammonia demand for each UK port in scenario D – 4.23 million tonnes (bubble size =
relative demand)

Under scenario E (full decarbonisation by 2070, 50% decarbonisation by 2050), ammonia demand at
the top 10 ports is lower than in scenario D. The top 10 ports account for about two thirds of the total
demand in both scenarios. In scenario D the top 10 ports account for 2.8 million tonnes while scenario
E the top 10 account for 2.14 million tonnes out of a total of 3.15 million tonnes.
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Figure 3: Ammonia demand at the top 10 UK ports scenario D vs E

Figure 4 shows the potential demand for electricity from recharging battery electric vessels, in terms
of MWh for scenario D, with the total demand equalling 1.02 TWh. There is little difference between
the potential electricity demand under scenario D compared to scenario E.

Figure 4: Electricity demand for each UK ports scenario D and E – 1.02 TWh (bubble size = relative
demand)

The hydrogen illustrative scenario takes the electricity demand from Figure 4 and converts this into
hydrogen demand (more detail on methodology is shown in Appendix B). Figure 5 shows the tonnes
of hydrogen for scenario D in each UK port. As with electricity demand for vessel recharge, there is
little difference between the forecast hydrogen demand under scenario D compared to scenario E.
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Figure 5: Hydrogen demand for each UK port in scenario D and E – 22,000 tonnes (bubble size =
relative demand)

Figure 2, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that there is a difference in the ports with the most demand for
the different energy types. In general, ammonia demand is focused around major ports and industrial
clusters in England, whereas demand for electricity for recharging or for hydrogen is more spread out
but focused on ports hosting vessels that operate on short-sea voyages, such as ferries. In general
these locations are in Scotland, Northern Ireland and the South coast of England.

14
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4.3 Electricity for vessel cold ironing
Figure 6 depicts the potential demand for shore power used to allow vessels to operate their auxiliary
loads without use of onboard generators (‘cold ironing’) using the 2016 UK fleet size and the uptake of
technology in scenario D (decarbonisation by 2050).

Figure 6: Electricity demand for cold ironing at UK ports Scenario D – 1.38 TWh (bubble size = relative
demand)

The demand for cold ironing is slightly higher overall and in the majority of the top 10 UK ports in
scenario E compared to scenario D. It is suggested that this is because scenario D decarbonises faster
than other options, resulting in less need for cold ironing to achieve targets than in scenario E – where
fossil fuels are not displaced as quickly so there is a greater uptake of cold ironing. Interestingly, the
total electricity use for cold ironing in 2050 (1.38 TWh) is greater than that for vessel recharging (1.02
TWh).

15
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Figure 7: Electricity demand for cold ironing at UK ports scenario D vs E

4.4 Vessels utilising fuel cell and battery technology
In the scenario modelling work for the CMP, the only uptake of fuel cells is for auxiliary power on
vessels, and not for propulsion. The fuel cells also use ammonia as the stored fuel instead of hydrogen,
as there is no hydrogen fuel take-up in the scenario modelling (although the ammonia may be
dissociated into hydrogen before its use in the fuel cell). Figure 8 shows the number of vessels using
fuel cells (for powering auxiliary demands) for the scenario D (decarbonisation by 2050).

Figure 8: Number of vessels with auxiliary fuel cells in scenario D – 859 (bubble size = relative
number)
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Under scenario D the number of vessels with auxiliary fuel cells is higher at the majority of the top 10
UK ports, apart from Dover and Peterhead, than in scenario E.

Figure 9: Number of vessels with auxiliary fuel cells at the top 10 UK ports scenario D vs E

Figure 10 shows the number of vessels using full battery electric propulsion. There is little difference
between the number of fully electric vessels under scenario D compared to scenario E.

Figure 10: Number of fully electric vessels in scenario D and E – 1017 (bubble size = relative number)

Under the hydrogen illustrative scenario, the potential number of vessels utilising hydrogen and fuel
cells for propulsion corresponds to the number of vessels utilising batteries, estimated in Figure 10.

17
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This is due to the direct mapping of battery electric vessels to hydrogen and fuel cell vessels (more
detail of methodology in Appendix B).
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5 Supply side assessment
The research into potential cluster locations assessed the existing assets and activity in the UK then
considered the conditions for growth. Before seeking evidence, the team identified the required
(‘must have’) and optional (‘nice to have’) features for each fuel and propulsion technology option that
constitute a basis for cluster formation. Inevitably, these vary significantly by technology and are based
upon the team’s expert view of the supply side features that would contribute to making a location
attractive. The features are summarised in Table 5 and defined in more detail in each technology
section that follows.
Table 5: Summary of required and optional features that the research focused on to identify clusters

Technology

Required features

Shore power

1. A) Sufficient connection to
electricity network
OR
B) local renewable
generation
2. Local demand

Ammonia (from fossil
sources + CCS)

1. Potential access to CCS
2. Low carbon renewable
electricity supply

Hydrogen (using renewable
electricity)

1. Low cost renewable
electricity
2. Local demand for hydrogen
for marine use

Electric propulsion

1. Existing electric machines
manufacturing facilities
2. Existing skills base in
electric machine design and
manufacturing
1. Fuel cell development and
manufacturing capability for
any application
2. Fuel cell system integration
capability for marine or
other relevant applications

Fuel cells

Optional features
1. Demand from co-located
industries for increased
electrification

1. Proximity to existing
hydrogen or ammonia
production
2. Access to ports which
already handle ammonia
1. Proximity to an oxygen
consumer (for water
electrolysis)
2. Proximity to adjacent
hydrogen demand
3. Planned electrolyser
projects
1. Relevant industry R&D
capability from other
sectors
2. Supply chain for
components and materials
1. Academic research and
industry R&D in fuel cells
for marine or other relevant
applications
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5.1 Shore power
5.1.1 Technology overview
Shore power refers to connecting a vessel with an offboard electricity supply. The term shore power
in the context of this supply side assessment includes both the supply of electricity to vessels at port,
to remove the need for fossil fuels in auxiliary engines to power onboard systems whilst at berth
(‘cold ironing’), and the supply of electricity to charge battery electric and plug-in hybrid vessels.
The key components of the technology include:
•
•

•

•

Connection to a high voltage electricity supply
Frequency converters and transformers – these will transform the voltage from supply point
to onboard voltage requirements; the frequency will be converted from 50Hz (UK electricity
network standard) to 60Hz (standard for use on most vessels). Frequency and transformer
requirements may differ per vessel.
High power connection to the vessel – a physical connection to the vessel using a cable, the
size and weight of which is related to the amount of power supplied. There are many
methods for handling these cables and attaching them to vessels. The connection can either
be manually operated or automatic. For example, the RoRo battery electric ferry in Norway
has automatic docking of the 1.2MW charger13.
Connection to the onboard electrical system – controlling the link of the physical high-power
connection to the onboard system.

Figure 11: Schematic of a shore power system 14

The electricity can either be supplied by the electricity network or by localised generation capacity,
for example renewable generation such as wind turbines. Vessels have significant power demands
13
14

rivieramm.com/news-content-hub/news-content-hub/norled-enter-battery-hybrid-ferry-quartet-55694
glomeep.imo.org/technology/shore-power/
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and therefore require large capacity of power supply. Analysis of power requirements for
representative UK ports was carried out in research on electricity demands from port electrification
for the CMP15:
•

•

•

Large ports with 2000+ yearly port calls are estimated to have an approximately 79 MW peak
electricity demand from shore power (cold ironing and vessel recharge). This corresponds to 50
berths for cold ironing and 10 berths for vessel recharging.
Medium ports with 500-2000 yearly port calls are estimated to have an approximately 31 MW
peak electricity demand from shore power (cold ironing and vessel recharge). This corresponds
to 20 berths for cold ironing and 4 berths for vessel recharging.
Small ports with <500 yearly port calls are estimated to have an approximately 9 MW peak
electricity demand from shore power (cold ironing and vessel recharge). This corresponds to 5
berths for cold ironing and 1 berth for vessel recharging.

Additional connections or reinforcement of the current electricity network supply at the port may be
required to supply the berths with this power. This can be very expensive, and these potential costs
present a barrier to the deployment of shore power, especially as the number of vessels wanting to
connect to shore power increases.
Alternatively, or in addition to the connection to the electricity network, power generation in or
nearby to the port could be used to supply the demand from vessels. This could reduce the need for
additional capacity in the electricity network, as the demand and supply at the port would be more
closely matched. Energy storage technologies could also be used in port to match demand and
supply, and to reduce need for additional electricity grid connection.
The best supply options for shore power depend on the specific characteristics of the port, including
the scale of demand from shore power and the local techno-economics of available technologies to
supply this.

5.1.2 Required and optional cluster features
Required features
The supply of shore power requires either a sufficiently large grid connection or access to local
renewable electricity generation (now or in the future). Therefore, the focus is on identifying
potential geographical clusters where either of these two options can be found. For a clean maritime
cluster, it is recognised that the source of the electricity is important. Therefore, for the local
electricity generation, this has been restricted to renewable generation. For electricity supplied from
the grid, it is assumed that renewable electricity can be obtained through commercial terms (e.g
Power Purchase Agreements between the shore power provider and a renewable energy generator).
This is optional however, as there will still be emissions savings from the use of shore power,
especially in local air pollutants.
Whilst all technologies require demand to form a successful cluster, local demand for shore power is
an essential requirement as the technology cannot be moved once installed. In comparison, the
other technologies/fuels in this study can all be transported if required. This allows for a greater
15

Frontier Economics and UMAS (2019) ‘Potential Demands on the UK Energy System from Port and Shipping
Electrification’
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focus on supply orientated clusters for other technologies, while supply and demand for shore power
need to be evenly balanced.

Optional features
An optional cluster feature is demand from co-located industries that could help to share the cost of
any additional infrastructure. Other sectors also have increasing ambition to reduce emissions and in
many cases electrification is a potential option to achieve reductions. This could take the form of
industries sharing the cost of ‘private wire’ local renewable generation, or for grid upgrading to allow
import of renewable power from the grid.

5.1.3 Existing assets and activity in the UK
Current providers and shore power activity in the UK
There are currently three major technology providers that have installed shore power systems for
ports around the world: Siemens, ABB and Schneider Electric. Notably, some shore power systems
have been installed in the UK’s neighbouring countries around the North Sea. For example, by ABB in
Rotterdam, Netherlands16 and Schneider Electric in Bergen, Norway17. Also in Norway, Siemens have
built a recharging system for the MV Ampere, the first battery electric ferry18. There are currently no
high-power shore power installations in the UK ports that could be used for powering the auxiliary
requirements of vessels. However, there are examples of lower power connections but mainly for
the inland and pleasure vessel fleets.
Although there are no operational facilities at commercial berths in the UK, many of the UK ports
have been investigating the business cases and feasibility of shore power. For example, Associated
British Ports at the Port of Southampton aims to develop shore power connection at a cruise
terminal in 2020, subject to funding and conversations with networks about the scale of electricity
supply needed for these large vessels19.

Supply from UK electricity grids
The UK’s electricity grid began as a national electricity network running through the centre of the
country, connecting cities with power plants often located inland. As the demand for electricity has
grown and electricity generation has evolved, this network has expanded to serve coastal regions.
However, the general shape of the national high-voltage network means that ports are mostly at the
end of the branches rather than within a nexus. This can create potential network constraints when
demand increases at these points.
As many ports are also industrial clusters, there are already provisions to meet large electricity
demands in these areas. However, connections are sized roughly to the demand expected by the
industries paying for the connection, as electricity connections are very costly. At an individual port
level, there may be spare capacity either from supply that is no longer being used, e.g from a plant
with large electricity demand that is no longer in operation, or through mechanisms for future

16

greenport.com/news101/energy-and-technology/bergen-adopts-schneider-shore-side-power
new.abb.com/substations/port-electrification-and-shore-to-ship-power
18
rivieramm.com/news-content-hub/news-content-hub/norled-enter-battery-hybrid-ferry-quartet-55694
19
safety4sea.com/abp-eyes-uks-first-cruise-ship-shore-power-system-in-southampton/
17
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planning and development of the port. Within the scope of the project, it was not possible to
conduct port-level analysis on all the electricity connections, available capacity and the precise
location for shore power. It is assumed in this study that the scale of the electricity demand required
from shore power would be too large for current connections. Therefore, further capacity would be
required in the form of additional connections to higher-voltage points of the electricity network
(where there is available demand capacity) or provision of local renewable generation capacity.
The locations in the high-voltage electricity network that currently have the capacity for increased
demand were investigated. This research used data supplied by National Grid to determine the exact
location and amount of capacity at each high-voltage supply point, to compare with demands from
ports and their locations. The data was only available for England and Wales, as Scotland and
Northern Ireland have differing transmission network ownerships and data for these was unavailable.

Figure 12: Relevant supply points on the English and Welsh high-voltage electricity network (bubble
size = relative supply capacity at grid location) 20

In general, clusters of additional demand in the high-voltage grid around the coastline in England are
concentrated in four areas: North West (Liverpool), North East (Teesside) South East (London) and
South West (Severn Estuary/Bristol Channel).
When assessing a possible connection point to meet additional demand there are two factors that
are important to consider: the capacity of the grid location and the distance between connection and
the point of demand. Taking the peak demand for a large port to be approximately 80MW for a
maximum connection, as identified in research on electricity demands from port electrification for
20

Data supplied by Demand and DNO team at National Grid
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the CMP21, this could be served by an additional 132kV overhead line to port. The cost of this varies
with length of the connection and the terrain which the line runs over, for example a city or rural
countryside. Table 6 shows a cost estimate for an illustrative 80MW connection at various distances
over urban and rural terrain.
Table 6: Representation of cost of additional connection to high -voltage electricity network (132kV) 22

Distance (km)

Cost – Urban terrain (£ million)

Cost – Rural terrain (£ million)

1

8.97

7.18

2

11.31

9.05

3

13.64

10.91

5

18.31

14.65

10

29.99

23.99

20

53.34

42.67

50

123.39

98.71

The importance of distance for grid connection costs is evident, with even small distances requiring
large capital investment. This is considered in the qualitative analysis later in this section to identify
potential port locations for supply clusters.

Supply from local generation
Shore power could utilise local renewable generation capacity, either in addition to or as an
alternative to the National Grid. This would have the added benefit of not requiring the same level of
infrastructure cost, but may need to be supported by the grid and/or energy storage if the renewable
generation is intermittent.
Analysis on the current location of renewable generation sites in proximity to the coastline was
conducted, with the results shown in Figure 13. This shows installations of operational solar, onshore
wind, offshore wind, biomass, hydropower, wave and tidal and other renewable generation.

21

Frontier Economics and UMAS (2019) ‘Potential Demands on the UK Energy System from Port and Shipping
Electrification’
22
nationalgridet.com/get-connected/cost-estimator
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Figure 13: Map of current renewable energy generation (20 miles each side of coast) and overhead
electricity grid lines relative to port locations 23

23

Data from: UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) ‘Renewable Energy Planning
Database’ Available from: gov.uk/government/publications/renewable-energy-planning-database-monthlyextract
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An issue with utilising current renewable generation for shore power is that it could displace
emission reductions from other sectors, most notably the power sector. Additional generation
capacity would be required to service the electricity demand no longer being met by the renewable
generation diverted for use in the port. However, this may only be a short term impact, as the power
sector has an economic and policy framework that promotes the use of renewable energy, for
instance, supporting market based mechanisms such as a carbon price. Therefore, whilst using
current renewable generation capacity is not ideal when compared to building new generation for
servicing shore power demand (see next section), this displacement may only be a short-term effect.
The use of current renewable generation could assist in the implementation of emission reductions
in the maritime sector, where the barriers are higher than those in the power sector. This may create
additionality in overall emission reductions across all sectors in the long-term, despite the short-term
displacement in the power sector.

5.1.4 Conditions for growth
The utilisation of planned renewable energy generation to supply local shore power demand could
be beneficial to meeting future demands at ports. Connection of shore power demand with local
renewable generation sites at the planning stage could reduce the overall cost of the supply of low
emission electricity, as this would reduce the need for grid connection and the supply of relatively
expensive grid connected electricity. An analysis of the locations and capacities of planned renewable
generation sites in the UK was conducted, in the same way as current generation sites were analysed
in Figure 13.
An assessment of planned generation projects was used instead of an analysis of theoretical
renewable resource potential as these planned projects are already advanced in location selection,
planning application and business case development. This is important as clean maritime clusters are
proposed to start developing in 2025 and the supply of electricity would be required relatively early
on, allowing time for development of other components of the technology chain, i.e. port-side
connection equipment in this case, or electrolysers in the case of hydrogen.
Figure 14 represents the output of this analysis. Notably, there are large wind generation sites
planned off the East coast of Scotland, the coasts of Lincolnshire and Norfolk, the South-East coast
and in the Shetlands. There are also many smaller planned generation sites onshore around the
coastline. It is also worth noting that the ban placed on new onshore wind farms in 2015 has been
lifted by the current Government, suggesting further potential.
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Figure 14: Map of planned future renewable energy generation (20 miles each side of coast) and
current overhead electricity grid lines relative to port locations 24

24

Data from: UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) ‘Renewable Energy Planning
Database’ Available from: gov.uk/government/publications/renewable-energy-planning-database-monthlyextract
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To complete the analysis on conditions for growth, an assessment of the potential demand from cold
ironing and vessel recharge was also required (as one of the required cluster features). The
methodology for how demand at individual port level is calculated is discussed in section 4 (and in
more detail in Appendix B), as well as more extensive results for all technologies included in this
study. Here the top 10 ports with the highest energy demands for both cold ironing and vessel
recharge are presented in Table 7. It is important to note that these demand values are in energy
units (GWh) and not peak power (GW). Estimations of peak power at large, medium and small ports
are stated earlier in this section, from research on electricity demands from port electrification,
produced for the CMP.
Table 7: Electricity demand for the top 10 ports with most demand

Rank

Cold ironing

GWh

Vessel recharge

GWh

1

Aberdeen

230

Clyde

146

2

London

110

Orkney

95

3

Peterhead

109

Dover

70

4

Dover

71

Larne port

69

5

Grimsby & Immingham

63

Cairnryan

69

6

Liverpool

58

Portsmouth

48

7

Great Yarmouth

57

Oban

34

8

Southampton

54

Gills Bay Scotland

31

9

Clyde

43

Lerwick

31

10

Tees & Hartlepool

34

Holyhead

27

The relative sizing and locations of these demands for shore power are also represented spatially in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Locations and relative sizes of the electricity demands from vessel charge and cold ironing

5.1.5 Potential clusters
To assess potential clusters against all the required features, the analysis in this section was
synthesised to create a qualitative assessment of possible cluster locations. This considered potential
demand, availability of and location relative to grid connection points, presence of current local
renewable generation capacity, and planned local renewable generation. Ports outside of the top 10
demands for either cold ironing or vessel charge are not included in this analysis. The assessment is
summarised in Table 8.
Table 8: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
shore power clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red = not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly
suitable location; ✓= suitable location; ?=potentially suitable location)

Port

Aberdeen

Local grid
connection

Local
renewable
generation

Potential
demand

Potential shore
power cluster

✓✓

Belfast*
Cairnryan
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Clyde

?

Dover
Forth*
Gills Bay Scotland
Great Yarmouth
Grimsby & Immingham

✓

Holyhead

✓

Larne port
Lerwick

✓

Liverpool

✓

London

✓✓

Oban
Orkney

✓

Peterhead

?

Portsmouth
Southampton
Tees & Hartlepool

✓

*Forth and Belfast have been added here as the analysis is required for hydrogen in section 5.3.

It is important to note that the selected ports are selected qualitatively, based on whether there is a
strong combination of local supply and demand, and therefore are only suggestions as possible
locations for clusters. There may be other factors specific to the ports which affect the business case
of shore power, for example a large industrial electricity consumer ceasing business in port resulting
in an increase in the capacity of the existing connection.
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5.2 Ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage
5.2.1 Technology Overview
The largest scale production route in the UK and globally for ammonia reforms natural gas (methane)
to produce synthesis gas (syngas), which is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. This reforming
step is most commonly steam methane reforming (SMR) which reacts steam with methane at a high
temperature and pressure in the presence of a nickel catalyst. SMR plants are the current dominant
technology used to produce hydrogen in the UK and globally. For ammonia production, excess air is fi
The carbon monoxide in the syngas is converted to carbon dioxide via the water-gas shift reaction and
is separated from the hydrogen and nitrogen along with residual carbon monoxide and other
impurities. A methanation step (purification) is often included here to convert carbon oxides and
hydrogen to methane and water. Once the carbon dioxide and other impurities are removed, the
hydrogen is reacted with the nitrogen over a catalyst to form ammonia. This reaction is the Haber
Bosch process which used extensively globally to produce ammonia.
If carbon capture was included within this process then it would primarily capture the process carbon
dioxide stream which is usually about 95% pure by volume25. For this type of ammonia production
facility, this stream accounts for about two thirds of the carbon dioxide produced and is well suited to
be used in adjacent production processes which require carbon dioxide, such as methanol or urea
manufacturing. The remaining third of carbon dioxide is produced from the fuel burnt (assuming
methane) for the process. This stream is similar to carbon dioxide point sources from other
combustion processes (generally 3-15% by volume)26.
Carbon dioxide
to storage

Methane

Reforming

Shift reaction, CO2
removal and
methanation

Ammonia
synthesis

Ammonia

Air
Figure 16: Ammonia from natural gas with CCS of process CO 2 - simplified process flow

Although all commercial production of ammonia is via the Haber Bosch process, there are alternative
commercial fossil-based production routes to source hydrogen, including by-product sources of
hydrogen from chemical processes. For example, in the UK, Yara uses by-product hydrogen produced
by BP’s acetyls facility in Hull27. Ammonia is produced from this hydrogen stream via the Haber Bosch
process by reacting with nitrogen separated from air in an ASU.

25

Industry source
Carbon Dioxide Separation from Flue Gases: A Technological Review Emphasizing Reduction in Greenhouse
Gas Emissions (https://doi.org/10.1155/2014/828131)
27
Industry source
26
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Globally, there are other fossil-based production processes that produce hydrogen ‘on-purpose’, for
example coal gasification which is used widely in China. Refineries also produce significant quantities
of hydrogen via catalytic reforming, but this is almost always consumed in other refinery processes
(e.g. hydrotreating) and refineries often require additional sources of hydrogen. The additional
requirements are often met by on site SMR of natural gas.

5.2.2 Required and optional cluster features
Required features
The common technologies that could enable all these fossil-based processes to be low carbon is
potential access to CCS. Without capturing the carbon dioxide and storing the carbon, all these
processes have significant carbon emissions and therefore a cluster location for this option requires
CCS. There are several locations identified in the UK that could become CCS clusters, however no
project is currently confirmed. CCU alone is unlikely to provide the required capture volume of carbon
dioxide to decarbonise an ammonia cluster and therefore CCS has been identified rather than CCU.
However, there is potential for CCU to add to volumes that could be captured via CCS.
The other required feature to ensure that the production is low carbon renewable electricity supply
to the production plants, although this is less important as electricity requirements for conventional
ammonia plants are low compared to the energy in the natural gas consumed. The plants tend to be
grid connected and could purchase renewable electricity to achieve this requirement. This
requirement is not therefore location-specific as it could be achievable anywhere with a grid
connection.

Optional features
New hydrogen and ammonia production facilities are likely to be built within existing industrial areas
in the UK as these offer the shared infrastructure (e.g. pipeline networks, port access) that would make
such projects more economically attractive. Proximity to existing hydrogen or ammonia production
could reduce the costs to build additional production plants, if existing infrastructure/ facilities could
be shared, however this is only an optional cluster feature. The existence of both hydrogen and
ammonia is favoured more than existing hydrogen production alone.
The UK does currently transport and trade some ammonia but the majority is consumed within the
same production facilities to produce fertilisers, such as ammonium nitrate and urea. Access to ports
which already handle ammonia, is another optional cluster feature. Where ammonia is handled and
transported already, this could be beneficial beyond just the potential to use existing infrastructure.
The companies and local authorities will have experience and knowledge that could help overcome
safety concerns related to handling ammonia and using it as a shipping fuel.

5.2.3 Existing assets and activity in the UK
There have been multiple studies assessing the CCS potential in the UK and this project is not focused
on further assessment of capabilities or readiness of industrial clusters to move CCS plans forward. It
also does not make recommendations on which of the already identified locations would be most
favoured or suitable for CCS. Rather the locations identified in previous studies are used to help
identify where ammonia could be produced within a clean maritime cluster.
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The following map (Figure 17) shows existing commercial scale production of ammonia, CO2 capture
shoreline terminal locations and the identified potential CCS cluster locations. There are five areas
where ammonia production from fossil sources with CCS could be located in the UK: Teesside,
Humberside, Merseyside, Scotland (Grangemouth or St Fergus) and South Wales.
CF Fertilisers and Yara operate existing ammonia production plants close to the Teesside, Humberside
and Merseyside potential CCS clusters. CF Fertilisers produces about 40% of the UK’s fertiliser needs
and operates two ammonia plants in the UK located at Billingham (Teesside) and Ince (north
Cheshire)28. These plants produce the hydrogen they require by reforming natural gas and have been
debottlenecked29 over time; significant increases in capacity at these plants would not be possible. If
the company was to significantly expand by constructing a new production facility, there is land
adjacent to both its current facilities that could be used.
CF Fertilisers already captures some carbon dioxide in Billingham which is sold to the drinks industry
primarily and, in lower quantities, to greenhouses for enrichment of the growing atmosphere.30 These
quantities are significantly lower than the level required to decarbonise current ammonia production
volumes.
Yara’s ammonia plant located in the Saltend Chemicals Park in Hull is operated by BP and is also
supplied with its hydrogen requirements by the company. BP operates its Acetyls business (acetic acid
and derivatives) at the same location and hydrogen is produced within this facility. The nitrogen is
supplied by an ASU operated by Air Products.
Although the majority of the ammonia produced in the UK and globally is used in co-located
downstream production plants to produce solid fertilisers, ammonia is transported domestically in the
UK and other countries by liquid tanker and internationally in gas carriers. Ammonia is a corrosive and
toxic gas that requires specialised handling and pressurised transport, however it has been traded
globally for many years by fertiliser companies. Companies such as Yara and CF Fertilisers have deep
expertise in handling and transporting ammonia.
In the UK, CF Fertilisers’ operation in Billingham exports ammonia via maximum size ships, 14,000
tonnes, and there is infrastructure in Hull for loading ammonia onto small vessels. In Ince, export
infrastructure is not in place but the port can handle imports of ammonia. There are six road ammonia
tankers in the UK, primarily transporting the product to domestic companies and ports. These
companies and their operations, located in Billingham, Ince and Hull, have knowledge and experience
of handling and transporting ammonia 31 . This knowledge and experience could be shared and
developed to help overcome potential safety concerns related to the handling and usage of ammonia
as a shipping fuel.

28

Industry source, CF Fertilisers website
debottlenecking is removing the problems or constraints within a piece of equipment or a facility usually to
increase production capacity
30
Industry source
31
Industry source
29
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Scotland

Teesside

Humberside
Merseyside

South Wales
CO2 shoreline terminals locations
CF Fertilisers (bubble size = relative capacity)
Yara Fertilisers (bubble size = relative capacity)
SDwsdasdas
Potential
CCS cluster

Figure 17: Potential CCS clusters, shoreline terminals and existing ammonia plants
(bubble size = relative ammonia capacity) 32, 33, 34, 35

Hydrogen production in the UK is from multiple fossil sources, the largest being SMR of natural gas,
but there is also significant by-product production in refineries and some chemical plants. The
following map (Figure 18) shows the major hydrogen plants identified by process. It includes byproduct production from chemical facilities, however it does not include by-product production in
refineries as this hydrogen is used for other refinery processes. Chemical processes, such as steam
cracking, use the hydrogen they produce for multiple fuel and chemical applications. The hydrogen
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A Picture of CO2 Storage in the UK Learnings from the ETI’s UKSAP and derived projects
Delivering Clean Growth: CCUS Cost Challenge Taskforce Report July 2018
34
The UK Carbon Capture Usage and Storage deployment pathway: An Action Plan November 2018
35
Ammonia capacity information: industry sources, Global Syngas Technologies Council, company websites
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sources shown below all have current uses and there has not been significant spare capacity
identified in the exisiting asset base. However, the presence of hydrogen production is largely
located in exisiting industrial areas that benefit from related infrastructure, including pipelines and in
some cases storage. This exisiting infrastructure makes the development of new hydrogen
production facilities more attractive close to these areas.
In Teesside, SABIC, a major chemical company which produces hydrogen as a by-product of steam
cracking, operates the hydrogen pipeline distribution in Teesside including three storage caverns
(only two are currently in operation)36. It is understood that as well as the operational infrastructure,
there are pipelines currently out of service that could be brought back online to develop a network
with others, such as BOC.

Figure 18: Hydrogen production from fossil sources in the UK (bubble size = relative capacity) 37
36

Industry source
Source: multiple including company reports, Petrochemicals Europe, Global Syngas Technologies Council,
industry sources and European Hydrogen Infrastructure Atlas. Does not include hydrogen produced via
37
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5.2.4 Conditions for growth
This section outlines the conditions for growth considering the low carbon ammonia cluster locations
identified based on the existing assets and activity in the UK. The primary condition required for
growth of a UK supply side and UK maritime decarbonisation cluster is potential access to CCS.
Therefore, the expected future CCS project locations are likely determine the locations where
expansion of low carbon ammonia production could be possible.
If multiple CCS projects progress, there are other conditions for growth that could be considered. The
most relevant of these could be the business case for expanding ammonia production in the UK for
conventional use as a fertiliser production feedstock. This should be considered along with the
business case for production of ammonia for fuel use. The analysis of which location would present
the best business case is not possible at this early stage but Teesside, Humberside and Merseyside
locations are expected to be strong contenders due to the existing downstream production units that
consume ammonia located there. These existing plants could provide additional demand for ammonia
currently, or through expansion.
Recent investment in fertiliser production in the UK has been at CF Fertilisers Billingham site in
Teesside. The company announced £40 million investment for steam reforming equipment, gas
transmission piping and electricity infrastructure at the site in 201838.

5.2.5 Potential clusters
To assess potential clusters against all the required features, the analysis in this section was
synthesised to create a qualitative assessment of possible cluster locations. Based on the current
existing assets the following locations are proposed for ammonia production from fossil sources with
carbon capture and storage:
1. Teesside, Humberside and North Cheshire/Merseyside - favourable due to existing ammonia
production, potential CCS projects (Merseyside), existing handling and transport of ammonia
and hydrogen production/ infrastructure.
2. Grangemouth and South Wales – possible due to CCS potential and hydrogen production/
infrastructure.

catalytic reforming in refineries or hydrogen contained in syngas used directly and not separated from carbon
monoxide
38

https://www.cffertilisers.co.uk/media-centre/news/40-million-statement-of-faith-in-teesside-fertilisermanufacturing-as-demand-grows-xxxx/
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Table 9: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red
= not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly suitable location; ✓= suitable location)

Port

Grangemouth

Humberside

North Cheshire/
Merseyside
South Wales

Teesside

Potential access
to CCS

Proximity to
existing
hydrogen or
ammonia
production

Access to ports
which already
handle ammonia

Potential
ammonia from
fossil sources
plus carbon
capture and
storage cluster

✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓
✓✓
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5.3 Hydrogen from renewable electricity
5.3.1 Technology overview
There are two production concepts considered in this analysis. The first is the production of hydrogen
via water electrolysis using renewable energy and this is the primary focus. The second is the
production of hydrogen from the chloralkali industry (electrolysis of saltwater) which is also considered
since, although a chloralkali plant would not be built to produce hydrogen, it is a by-product that is
always produced.
Water

Electrolysis

Hydrogen
Oxygen

Electricity

Figure 19: Hydrogen from renewable electricity via electrolysis

Chloralkali sites produce a set quantity of hydrogen when producing chlorine and caustic soda (sodium
hydroxide) from sodium chloride brine via electrolysis. A plant produces about 0.03 tonnes of
hydrogen per tonne of chlorine produced whilst caustic soda is produced at 1.1 tonnes per tonne
chlorine39. The chloralkali plant economics are therefore driven by chlorine and caustic soda, not
hydrogen.
Brine

Electrolysis

Chlorine
Sodium hydroxide
Hydrogen

Electricity

Figure 20: Hydrogen as a by-product of chloralkali production

5.3.2 Required and optional cluster features
Required features
The first required feature for low carbon hydrogen production via electrolysis is low cost renewable
electricity. This could mean the purchase of electricity direct from a renewable electricity generator
or the purchase of Renewable Energy Guarantees Origin (REGO) certificates. REGOs are issued by
Ofgem and one REGO represents one megawatt hour (MWh) of electricity. These are purchased by
energy suppliers for the quantity of renewable energy they sell to customers.
In either case, the cost of the renewable electricity will be a large factor in the cost of the hydrogen
produced via electrolysis. Therefore, the required feature for this technology is access to low cost
renewable electricity. How low cost the renewable electricity will need to be to make a project feasible
will depend on multiple other factors such as electrolyser technology and scale, capital investment,
governmental support and other operational costs.

39

BAT Reference Document for the Production of Chlor-alkali, published 2014
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Hydrogen is costly to transport and store making the proximity of production and use a key factor. The
second required cluster feature is therefore local demand for hydrogen for marine use.

Optional features
A feature that could assist the business case of electrolysis is proximity to an oxygen consumer.
Oxygen is produced along with hydrogen as it is split from water in the electrolyser and projects which
have a use or customer for this oxygen benefit from two revenue streams, helping to support the
economics of their electrolyser projects. Oxygen is required in multiple industries including steel
making and various chemical production processes.
Other optional cluster features would be already operational adjacent hydrogen demand, particularly
in the context of hydrogen for transport. Adjacent infrastructure relating to hydrogen for transport is
more desirable than hydrogen infrastructure for industrial or home heating use, due to the differing
specifications required. These applications can accept hydrogen of lower pressure and purity
compared to transport applications that use Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells.

5.3.3 Existing assets and activity in the UK
The water electrolysers and chloralkali plants shown in Figure 21 include the operational units in the
UK that are also close to the coast. Currently operational water electrolysers are small scale (less than
100 tonnes per year of hydrogen) and are demostration projects focused on developing energy storage
as well as hydrogen for transport applications, both for vehicles and in some cases marine use.
The UK’s largest chloralkali plant in Runcorn is owned and operated in a 50/50 joint venture between
INOVYN (INEOS) and Vynova under the name of Runcorn MCP Limited. The plant produces about
12,000 tonnes per year of hydrogen which is currently used internally for boilers and a proportion is
sold via low pressure pipeline to Solvay Interox in Warrington where it is used to produce hydrogen
peroxide. Some is also sold to Air Liquide which compresses it and sells it as industrial gas40. There is
also a significantly smaller chloralkali plant, owned and operated by Industrial Chemicals Ltd, adjacent
to the River Thames in West Thurrock41.

40
41

Industry source
EuroChlor
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Chloralkali (by-product)
Water electrolyser

Figure 21: Existing production of hydrogen from electricity by production technology (bubble size =
relative capacity) 42

42

Only includes production with proximity to coastal locations. Sources: EuroChlor, European Hydrogen
Infrastructure Atlas, company reports and industry sources.
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Runcorn MCP
Industrial Chemicals Ltd
PURE Project
Baglan Energy Park
Levenmouth Community Energy
Surf'n'Turf Orkney
HyDeploy
ITM Power Rainham
Figure 22: Existing production of hydrogen from electricity by operating company (bubble size =
relative capacity) 43

The current operational plants producing hydrogen from electricity are supplied by electricity
generated from a mixture of sources. The demonstration electrolyser plants in Scotland (PURE Project,
Levenmouth Community Energy Project and Surf'n'Turf Orkney) use renewable electricity generated
from wind, tidal and/or solar PV. The chloralkali plant in Runcorn is grid-connected and purchases
electricity as per the country’s electricity generation mixture, so it is only partially renewable. The site
also produces energy (electricity and heat) from waste through a joint venture with Viridor44. If all the
producers switched to 100% renewable electricity, which is possible through purchase of REGOs, a
marine cluster could be located close to any of the existing assets.
HyDeploy in Keele University is the UK’s first pilot project to inject zero carbon hydrogen into the gas
network. This pilot project started operating in January 2020.
There is some hydrogen infrastructure in every location where hydrogen is produced currently,
however the type and extent of this infrastructure varies considerably. The existing heavy industry
clusters have much more developed infrastructure than more remote production plants, however the
electrolyser plants generally have the infrastructure required to produce transport grade hydrogen.

43

Only includes production with proximity to coastal locations. Sources: EuroChlor, European Hydrogen
Infrastructure Atlas, company reports and press releases, interviews with producers.
44
Industry source
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5.3.4 Conditions for growth
Ports with low cost renewable electricity and local hydrogen demand for marine
use
The cost of the renewable electricity will be a large factor in the cost of the hydrogen produced via
electrolysis and potential access low cost renewable electricity is a key condition for growth. In
addition, hydrogen is costly to transport from point of production to location of use, particularly with
no existing infrastructure. So, it is important that the location of supply closely matches local
demand for hydrogen for marine use. Together these two required features are expected to support
cluster locations for hydrogen from renewable electricity and both are analysed within other sections
of this report:
▪

▪

Demand modelling, detailed in Section 3, is used to show where the highest demand for
hydrogen for marine use could be located. The results of this modelling are outlined in Table
10 below.
The supply of electricity to port for a demand such as hydrogen production is assessed in the
earlier section on shore power (Section 5.1).
Table 10: Hydrogen demand for top 15 ports with the highest demand

Port

Hydrogen demand (tonnes per year)

Port

Hydrogen demand (tonnes per year)

Clyde

4,091

Oban

769

Orkney

1,798

Southampton

738

Dover

1,207

Forth

597

Portsmouth

932

Belfast

543

London

865

Holyhead

512

Larne

819

Liverpool

490

Cairnryan

806

Aberdeen

422

Lerwick

781

By utilising results in Table 8 in Section 5.1.5 (synthesised qualitative assessment of required features
and outline of potential shore power clusters) the following ports are suggested as having sufficient
local supply of electricity for water electrolysis.
✓✓= highly suitable locations:
•
•

London
Aberdeen (depending on availability of additional connection to electricity network)

✓= suitable locations:
•
•
•
•

Holyhead
Lerwick
Liverpool
Orkney

?= potentially suitable location:
▪

Clyde (depending on availability of additional connection to electricity network)
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Adjacent hydrogen demand and planned electrolyser projects - transport
Proximity to adjacent hydrogen demand (preferably transport grade hydrogen) is also a key condition
for growth in low carbon hydrogen supply. The success of the many hydrogen projects planned in the
UK for transport, domestic heating and industrial uses will be an important factor that could support
cluster(s) for the production of low carbon hydrogen for the marine sector.
For example, INOVYN (INEOS) in Runcorn would need to invest between £10-20 million to add a
purification and compression line to produce about 20 tonnes per day fuel cell grade hydrogen for
transport applications45. The company requires sufficient uptake of this transport grade hydrogen
from these applications to make this investment viable. One project that may enable this level of
investment would be the Liverpool hydrogen buses project, which aims to convert the Liverpool city
fleet (about 1000 buses) to hydrogen. Currently there is a trial of hydrogen buses under construction
in St Helens where BOC (Linde) produces hydrogen via SMR; if successful this trial could help the
development of the Liverpool bus project.
Assuming the Liverpool bus project moves forward and INOVYN, BOC (Linde) or others invest to
produce significant quantities transport grade hydrogen in the Merseyside region, this could
significantly enhance the local conditions for hydrogen for marine use. The investment in production
plants and infrastructure can be shared therefore helping to de-risk the investment. This project is just
one example of multiple planned projects in the UK and the map below shows the planned electrolyser
projects identified that could produce hydrogen from renewable electricity.

Project Centurion
BIG HIT Shapinsay (Orkney)
BIG HIT Eday (Orkney)
Dolphyn Project
HOP (Flotta terminal)
Hydrogen to Heysham
Methilltoune (nr Fife)
Figure 23: Planned production of hydrogen from electricity (bubble size = relative capacity) 46

45
46

Industry source
Company websites and press releases, industry sources
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The largest of these projects is the Project Centurion being developed by INOVYN (INEOS), ITM Power,
Storengy, Cadent and Element Energy looking at the potential for water electrolysis on the Runcorn
site. This project could be required if the demand for hydrogen increases significantly (from transport
as well as gas grid injection) and would take advantage of the electricity/electrochemical infrastructure
and skills already at Runcorn.
Other electrolyser projects include:
•
•
•
•

•

Dolphyn aims to showcase a floating semi-submersible (floating) platform design with an
integrated wind turbine, desalination facilities and electrolyser producing hydrogen
Hydrogen-to-Heysham aims to use nuclear power from the Heysham power stations to
generate hydrogen using on-site electrolysers.
Methilltoune aims to produce hydrogen via electrolysis using electricity generated from
offshore wind in Levenmouth, Fife
The BIG HIT project is planning two electrolysers planned on the islands of Eday and Shapinsay
using wind and tidal energy. The project builds on the work completed during the Orkney Surf
‘n’ Turf initiative.
Hydrogen Offshore Production (HOP) aims to convert North Sea platforms into hydrogen
producers and is currently focused on Flotta Oil Terminal in Orkney, where it is creating a test
centre. The project is considering electrolysis among other technologies such as SMR.

In addition to the level of adjacent demand for low carbon hydrogen, storage in the locality will also
be an important factor in the potential of an area to develop a hydrogen cluster. Storage of hydrogen
at a larger scale than currently possible is been considered in Cheshire where it could be possible to
store 100-1000 tonnes of hydrogen in salt caverns47. These caverns currently store methane and brine
and balance storage between these (i.e. if brine is removed, methane is added). This would not be
possible with hydrogen which is a much lighter gas then methane and investment in the caverns would
be required48. In Teesside, there is operational hydrogen salt cavern storage but these are ten times
smaller than the ones in Cheshire, so the operating challenges are different49. If storage in salt caverns
is developed, then this provides potential to include hydrogen that could be used for the marine
segment.

Adjacent hydrogen demand and proximity to an oxygen consumer - ammonia
The coexistence of hydrogen production via electrolysis to feed hydrogen to existing or new ammonia
plants should also be considered. The concept of installing onsite electrolysers at existing ammonia
production sites to provide additional hydrogen volumes above that already produced via SMRs is
being considered by some leading ammonia/fertiliser production companies. As well as fulfilling the
proximity to adjacent hydrogen demand optional feature, in some cases, the oxygen produced via
electrolysis could also be utilised in the existing plant’s reforming section, fulfilling the proximity to an
oxygen consumer optional feature as well.

47

Industry source
Industry source
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Industry source
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Currently, the concept is primarily focused on decarbonising the fertiliser supply chain and the first
plant expected to produce ammonia this way is Yara’s existing plant in Porsgrunn, Norway 50. For
context, it is important to highlight the scale of hydrogen’s use for ammonia (shown in Figure 24) which
is along with petroleum refining is the largest sector of hydrogen demand. Currently over 80% of the
ammonia produced globally is for fertiliser with the remaining used for industrial uses51. Therefore,
the decarbonisation of this existing production of ammonia in the UK and globally will be an important
factor when considering the production of low carbon hydrogen or ammonia for fuel use.
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Figure 24: Global demand for pure hydrogen 52

Proximity to an oxygen consumer
Oxygen is used in a wide range of industries including chemicals (e.g. ethylene oxide, hydrogen
peroxide, nitric acid), gasification processes, steel making, metal working, glass/ ceramics production,
wastewater treatment and healthcare. For example, steel making uses oxygen in the Basic Oxygen
Steelmaking (BOS) process which is used for example at British Steel’s Scunthorpe facility, located
southwest of Hull. The majority of the UK’s steel making is located in Wales or Yorkshire and
Humberside. As oxygen is used in several chemicals and chemical products industries, the level of
industrial activity in a region is considered when assessing potential locations for hydrogen production
from renewable electricity53.

5.3.5 Potential clusters
Based on all of the above, the following locations are proposed as the most promising for hydrogen
production from renewable electricity:
•

North West of England (including Runcorn and Liverpool/ Merseyside) due to existing
hydrogen production that could be adapted to supply the energy sector, both for marine and
other transport applications, such as buses. Runcorn is also the location for the UK’s largest
planned electrolyser.

50

Company presentation
Nexant conference presentation - https://www.nexant.com/resources/nexant-presents-ifa-conferenceindustrial-nitrogen-non-fertilizer-ammonia-market-outlook
52
IEA The Future of Hydrogen, June 2019
53
Office for National Statistics - The spatial distribution of industries in Great Britain: 2015
51
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•

Orkney due to relatively large forecast local demand for hydrogen for marine applications,
existing and planned production of hydrogen from water electrolysis and low-cost renewable
electricity primarily produced from wind.

London, Clyde, Forth, Lerwick, Holyhead and Aberdeen all have some favourable features and could
also be suitable locations but are assessed as less favourable due to lacking one or more features
compared to Orkney and London. For example, London could have relatively high demand in the
forecast and has existing hydrogen production from electricity as well as access to low carbon
electricity, but lacks planned electrolyser projects.
Table 11: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red
= not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly suitable location; ✓= suitable location)

Port

Low cost
renewable
electricity

Local
demand
for
hydrogen
for marine
use

Proximity
to an
oxygen
consumer

Proximity
to adjacent
hydrogen
demand

Planned
electrolyser
projects

Potential
hydrogen
from
renewable
electricity
cluster

Aberdeen

✓

Clyde

✓

Forth

✓

Holyhead

✓

Lerwick

✓

London

✓

NW of
England

✓✓

Orkney

✓✓
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5.4 Electric propulsion
5.4.1 Technology overview
The choice of propulsion system for a vessel type depends on the size and operation of the vessel. The
propeller design, pitch and diameter and shaft rotation speed are set for the required vessel speed.
For large ocean-going vessels that travel long distances on a continuous cycle requiring high efficiency,
a large diameter propeller is maintained at a low rotation shaft speed for long periods, therefore
leading to a high torque, low speed internal combustion engine (ICE) powertrain, directly coupled to
the propellers by long prop shafts. In vessels with a more variable operation requirement, the ICE is
not optimised. Using an electric machine to provide the propulsion while the ICE runs at constant
operation achieves a better efficiency 54. Electric propulsion also allows for a more flexible system
design and enables more usable space by decoupling of the prime mover, ICE and the final drive,
propeller. This is particularly valuable to warships but also for cruise liners55. The case for an electric
propulsion system is further strengthened for vessel types that need to support larger auxiliary
equipment electrical loads such as ‘hotel’ (accommodation) loads56.

Vessel operation cycle Continuous

Typical hybrid electric propulsion systems consist of gas turbines or diesel engines coupled with a
generator to provide power to the electric machine and propeller. The combustion engine can be
replaced by a fuel cell or by batteries, but energy density requirements of the battery pack and
hydrogen in the storage tanks typically limit the primary power source choice for the vessel types with
a shorter range. The choice of propulsion system and power source is a balance of operation cycle
requirements and vessel power and energy indicated in Figure 25.

ICE direct drive
Fuel cell

Variable

Battery electric

Low

ICE hybrid

Vessel power and energy requirement

High

Figure 25: Representation of propulsion system and prime power source design decisions based on
vessel requirements

54

Industry source
Multiple information sources e.g. wartsila.com/marine/build/power-systems/electric-propulsion
56
Auxiliary and hotel loads are electricity demands onboard that are not directly related to vessel propulsion.
55
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Large vessels operate with low speed large diameter propellers, resulting in high torque and leading
ICE hybrid vessels to need a large diameter synchronous electric motor, running at the same speed as
the engine and generator. Smaller vessels and those with a more variable speed requirement, or more
need for manoeuvrability, benefit from an asynchronous or induction motor. These rotate at a speed
dependent on the frequency of the AC supply and are commonly used in wind turbine generator
designs due to the variable wind speed57.
The type of final drive system also has a bearing on the size and design of the electric machine. Vessels
requiring less manoeuvrability typically have a fixed propeller design, shaft driven, powered by the
machine or prime mover within the hull of the vessel. Since the machinery sits inside the hull there is
some flexibility offered in machine design. Alternatively, a podded propeller houses the electric
machine within the pod, removing the shaft and allowing a steerable pod which increases vessel
control for those vessels that need it. However, as this sits below the hull of the vessel there are design
limitations to maintain a streamlined pod. A water jet design can also be used for fast ferries and
vessels that often operate in shallower waters, but this is less commonplace58.

Figure 26: Images59,60 (left to right) of shaft driven, podded propulsor and waterjet propulsion designs

Motors can be downsized, as with ICE engines and gas turbines, in vessels by using combinations e.g.
two machines per propeller shaft as in Figure 26, or more shafts and propellers61. This choice in design
of the propulsion system will be dependent on the operation of the vessel and the available space to
package the system components.
The introduction of electric machines onboard hybrid vessels can offer benefits including economical
operation and reduced emissions as well as lower maintenance requirements with control over the
operation of the engines. Maximising the benefit of these criteria via a cost-efficient solution requires
effective system design and integration. The development of the electric propulsion system has
allowed roles in propulsion system design to include a greater scope for energy and power
management and therefore the role of software and control systems is also vital.

57

Industry source
Industry source
59
Image 1 from Brunvoll Manoeuvring Systems www.brunvoll.no/products/main-propulsion-systems
60
Images 2 and 3 from a Rolls Royce Commercial Marine 2014 propulsion brochure
61
Industry source
58
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5.4.2 Required and optional cluster features
Required features
The first required feature for an electric propulsion industrial cluster is the presence of an existing
electric machines manufacturing facility. It is unlikely that the UK demand from marine on its own
would be enough to encourage private investment in a facility to produce electric machines. In recent
years the electric machines industry has shrunk in the UK, with notable losses from Brush in
Loughborough and more recently Nidec SR drives in Harrogate. In the UK, the high value, low volume
production capability of more specialist manufacturers affords them the flexibility in machine design
and manufacture to remain in demand for different machine types, powertrain systems and vessel
types.
Electric machine manufacturing is a well-established industry, having been prevalent in the UK since
the early 1900s. There is a lot of industry held know-how, however, without an academic discipline for
machine manufacturing there is a risk of a lack of innovation to support progress. Therefore, the
existing skills base is the second important requirement for the machines cluster.

Optional features
There is potential cross over between the use of electric propulsion system design and electric
machines in marine and other industries. Electric propulsion system design for automotive and rail
applications are easily transferrable to some marine applications, as demonstrated by BAE System’s
HybriGen offering for bus and marine. In recent years, the focus has been on machine development
for passenger cars through the drive for electric vehicles, but there is also learning to be gained from
aerospace, where there is a large R&D investment case for higher power density machines and power
electronics, resulting in lighter and smaller machines and systems to achieve the required power for
flight. Relevant industry or academic R&D is a necessity for technology development in the machines
themselves and in the practicalities of manufacture but is considered optional for maritime cluster
formation since this may not need to be tied to a large manufacturing site.
Also supporting the future development of machines is the development and supply of the subcomponents, and research into the effect of the raw materials, such as high-quality steel in machine
laminations or the use/avoidance of rare earth metals in the magnetic materials. An existing supply
chain of materials is optional, however this is an area to be strengthened proportionally with demand,
particularly with magnetic metals and could provide the demand to develop recycling technologies to
recover these high value materials from existing motors.
There is potential value in co-locating a cluster with the vessel designers and ship builders of
applications that may specify an electric propulsion system, however unlike the engines for large
vessels, electric machines can be more easily transported by road and therefore this is less of a
consideration in this study.
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5.4.3 Existing assets and activity in the UK
Existing manufacturing capability

Manufacture
Figure 27: Existing electric machine manufacturing sites in the UK (size indicates relevance to marine )

There are notable actors in the electric machines manufacturing sector for marine propulsion systems
shown as the larger bubbles in Figure 27. Actors who have potential to supply the marine sector are
shown with indicators sized relative to their likelihood to supply.
General Electric Power Conversion (GE) is based in Rugby and has other smaller locations near to their
customers. GE is a UK specialist in large electric machines manufacturing with its centre of excellence
for design system integration, control and automation also located in Rugby. GE focuses on large, high
voltage specialist machines and are best known for supply to naval projects, upwards of 10s of MWs,
but also supply to commercial customers of smaller 2 MW plus systems62.
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Industry source
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ATB Laurence Scott in Norwich and ATB Morley in Leeds manufacture low to high voltage, AC and DC
electric machines and ATB Special Products manufacture smaller Brook Crompton machines under
licence in Birmingham, owned by a non-UK parent ATB group63. ATB Laurence Scott is a centre of
excellence for mid and high voltage induction motors 64 and all members of the group are globally
renowned for the capability of the motors to operate in harsh marine and other challenging
environments. Brook Crompton in Huddersfield also manufacture a complete voltage range of electric
machines for use in marine applications, however whether this is also for propulsion is not confirmed65.
A smaller manufacturer, both in terms of company size and the machines it produces, is Lynch Motors
operating in Devon. Despite their size, Lynch Motors operates globally, providing bespoke low voltage
motor solutions for marine and other sectors66. Its projects range from small recreational and domestic
craft to racing yachts and it is recognised for their supply of passenger cruisers and ferries including
the Hydrogenesis, Bristol’s hydrogen ferry.
Magnomatics was developed at Sheffield University in 2006 and continues to operate manufacturing
facilities in Sheffield. Its ‘pseudo-direct drive’ technology boasts improved torque and less cooling
needs than equivalent size conventional machines. Its high torque, low speed machines are suited for
use in marine application as either main or podded propulsion67. Also located in Sheffield is Magtec, a
manufacturer of components for a complete electric drive system for electric propulsion of heavy duty
and off-highway products.
Cummins Generator Technologies has launched its Alternator Technology Centre (ATC) facility in
Stamford, UK, home to the heritage of Stamford Alternators. Cummins manufactures and tests
Stamford and AvK brand alternators68. The alternator can act as power take in (PTI) supplying electric
power to assist the engine driven shaft or as power take off (PTO) on the propeller shaft, or as sole
electrical supply to for the hybrid electric propulsion system69. Through the ATC, important skills have
been secured in alternator manufacture and the power generation system design.
Another application of motors in alternators is with YASA motors, based in Oxford, YASA specialises in
electric drives and control systems for electric road transport, but has demonstrated its motor
technology as an electrical generator for a light leisure craft engine70.
There is a small selection of other manufacturers of electric machines and associated components in
the UK who do not claim marine propulsion as a key application of their technology, but feasibly could
supply to marine customers. In the North East, Avid Technology, Advanced Electric Machines and
Turbo Power Systems centre around Newcastle. Avid Technology has in-house manufacturing
capability to develop custom machines for heavy duty transport applications, for which Avid
Technology also act as whole powertrain system integrators. Advanced Electric Machines, a spin-out
from Newcastle University, provides engine generator power and tractive power for hybrid trucks with
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a switch-reluctance electric machine that avoids use of rare-earth metals in its design71. Turbo Power
Systems has experience in generators for use in marine and defence applications, also citing
experience in direct and variable drives for other industrial applications72.
Despite recent closures and restructuring of the UK electrical machines industry, the UK does retain
relevant capabilities in manufacturing. For example, the two companies mentioned, Brush in
Loughborough and Nidec SR Drives in Harrogate who ceased manufacturing in the UK in 2018 and 2019
respectively due to moving manufacturing to Eastern Europe, North America and China73,74, are still
active in R&D and have skills and know-how in manufacture.
In 2019 Rolls-Royce sold its commercial maritime activities to the Norwegian, Kongsberg Marine. With
both companies hosting facilities around the UK, there is likely to remain some centres of skill and
know-how in marine electric propulsion, particularly in the Midlands, Bristol and Rosyth75, but as yet,
it has been unclear where the activities for both companies will be stabilising76.
As is evident from the spin-out companies notably around the Universities of Sheffield and Newcastle,
there is high level of innovation capability being developed. With the inclusion of University of
Strathclyde, the three institutions have been adopted by the Future Electric Machines Manufacturing
Hub (FEMM) as centres from which to address key manufacturing challenges in electrical machines for
a wide range of applications. Prof Geraint Jewell, Director of the Hub, is keen to develop an academic
discipline in motor and machine manufacturing.
Finally, UK (re)manufacturing skills are demonstrated by the specialist motor repair centres, QuartzElec
in Rugby and Bowers Electricals near Derby. These companies offer capabilities in electric machines
and power electronics for high and low voltage systems and are well known for their motor repair and
remanufacturing capabilities. Moving to electric propulsion will reduce the maintenance of the vessel
powertrain but capability in machine repair is valid. The location of these actors is less relevant
however, since maintenance can be planned, and unforeseen failures will likely need emergency
support from the manufacturer at the vessel location77.
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Industry source – conference paper FPC2020, March 2020
turbopowersystems.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/TPS-Capability-Brochure.pdf
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Industry source
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Industry source
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R&D for electrical marine propulsion

Academic research
Industrial R&D

Figure 28: Existing electric machine R&D sites in the UK (size indicates relevance to marine)

The actors providing R&D services in the UK are shown in Figure 28. Some actors involved in
manufacturing are repeated here since it is common for sites with manufacturing capability to also
provide design or consultancy services to complement their offering.
Of those already mentioned, GE Power Conversion is resuming R&D activity from its base in Rugby
after pausing for a few years78. The need for an integrated electric propulsion system has provided
development opportunities for GE to operate across different parts of the powertrain system, either
in full system design or specifying component parts to outsource or provide system performance
specifications, allowing more flexibility from a tier 279 supplier. Overall system responsibility for system
design lies with the tier 1 supplier and GE aims to procure or design in-house hardware and software
control systems for positioning and power management or specific battery management. Along with
the “mega trend” of electrification, other automotive trends are crossing over to marine such as
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Industry source
Suppliers are referred to as tiered, with the primary supplier tier 1, and their sub-suppliers tier 2 and so on.
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autonomous control and operation. GE is looking to establish a strong foothold in this area along with
the other system management, indicating that there is a link between autonomous vessel control and
energy and power management due to the lack of personnel onboard to manually manage future
vessels80.
BAE Systems has several bases, but one notable site is the base at Barrow-in-Furness. BAE Systems
offers a hybrid-electric power solution, HybriGen, of which further series or parallel offerings exist81.
For the series solutions, propulsion power comes from the electric machine alone, up to 500kW, the
parallel solution can assist an ICE resulting in higher power propulsion, up to 3MW, where the machine
provides low speed propulsion or boost82. Because of the flexibility offered, solutions can be scaled
and target 10-100 ft vessels, such as ferries, wind farm support vessels, fishing or tugboats. BAE
Systems orders components for the system solution from their US site at Endicott, New York State, for
delivery to a BAE Systems location for further work, or directly to clients in UK or wider Europe83.
Babcock Marine also has several bases across the UK, focused around the naval bases Devonport and
Clyde, with their largest operations at Rosyth. Babcock Marine offers a wealth of general marine
engineering services and support to the Royal Navy, but also provides commercial vessel development
and engineering design services84.
Kongsberg Marine has R&D centres in Scotland, in Aberdeen and Dunfermline, the latter where the
majority of marine propulsion work is conducted85, but further company engagement is required to
build an understanding of what activities are likely continue following the takeover of these sites from
Rolls Royce Commercial Marine.
Smaller marine R&D centres range from Artemis technologies in Belfast, which evolved from high
performance yacht racing; to Hybrid Marine on the Isle of Wight, offering custom parallel hybrid
designs for small craft; Lateral Naval Architects, in Southampton supplying services to the superyacht
industry; and Whiskerstay in Falmouth providing naval architect and marine engineering consultancy
focusing on efficiency and novel vessel design. Each of these companies offers specific capabilities in
marine R&D, with a focus on innovative and sustainable technologies. Earlier stage innovators are also
active, for example RS sailing and RS Electric Boats, near Southampton, are collaborating with RAD
Propulsion, near Portsmouth on an electric rigid inflatable boat86.

Research Centres
The research centres around the UK with nominated departments for the development of, and
investigation into, electric machines and power electronics is a positive story. The previously
mentioned spin-out companies Magnomatics and Advanced Electric Machines demonstrate the
successful technology and skills development in these institutions.
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Sheffield University’s Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre in partnership with Rolls-Royce also
runs a collaborative University Technology Centre for advanced electrical machines and control and
systems engineering. These centres have demonstrated how low technology readiness level projects
can be taken from the laboratory environment into real-world applications with a commercial need,
with potential for production in high value manufacturing industries, such as aerospace. Sheffield
University’s electrical machines and drives research group is known for its successful commercial
exploitation of permanent magnet machines and drives. Other links with industry include Siemens
Gamesa’s Renewable Energy Technology Centre and The Romax Technical Centre87.
Led by Sheffield, Newcastle University and Strathclyde University are invested in the FEMM along with
private investment from industry. Newcastle University also hosts the Advanced Propulsion Centre
(APC) spoke for electric machines with a focus on electric machine design power electronics and
control. The University of Strathcylde’s Electrical Engineering and Advanced Forming Research Centre
aim to work together with the rest of the FEMM Hub to achieve cost efficient, flexible and quality
machine manufacturing in the UK88.
Further reinforcement came recently from the UK Government’s announcement of £30m investment
in four ‘Driving the Electric Revolution’ (DER) sites for machine design, testing and manufacture, in
Newport, Nottingham, Strathclyde and Sunderland. The announcement states the intention to develop
technology for all transport applications and energy, hence benefiting maritime applications.
Strathclyde University will host DER Centre Scotland, further diversifying the activity in Glasgow and
Sunderland’s Centre for Sustainable Advanced Manufacturing (CESAM) will likely lead the work on
manufacturing capability development at the DER Centre North East. The University of Nottingham,
the APC’s power electronics spoke, will host the DER Centre Midlands and focus on machines as well
as power electronics. Finally, through coordination by the Compound Semiconductor Application
Catapult Innovation Centre, Newport will host the DER Centre South Wales to ensure enabling
semiconductor materials are developed across the supply chain for cost efficient design and
manufacture89.
Other notable universities with electric machines or power electronics experiences relevant to a
marine industry application include the Universities of Southampton, Manchester and Warwick.
Southampton’s Marine and Maritime Institute (SMMI) takes a more general approach to marine
technology and Warwick, also an APC spoke for electrical energy, demonstrate specific capability in
electrical engineering. UCL and Napier and Hull Universities, have some relevant activity and there are
both capability and links to industry. For example, Hull’s apprentice scheme with Siemens Gamesa for
offshore wind energy and engineering.

Components and supply chain and other notable actors
The supply of important sub-components and materials that are used in the manufacture of electric
machines is also an optional feature for consideration in developing a stand-alone cluster. Subcomponents with significant value to add in the supply chain are the electrical steel that make up the
rotating parts of the machines (rotors), the conductive metals for inducing electromagnetic fields in
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the stationary parts (stators) and carrying the current to the motor from the energy source and the
magnetic materials that go into the manufactured magnets of the rotors90. Not specifically investigated
in this report, there are UK actors who specialise in the copper windings of electric machines, the steel
laminations in the West Midlands and Wales and the rare earth and magnetic materials processing in
Sheffield and Essex91.
Related to the testing of electric machines and fully integrated systems, GE operates a full-scale ship
propulsion system test facility in Whetstone, Leicester. This allows GE to play the role of system
integrator for the power system, the control and management for which GE intends to develop their
offering. This testing facility is considered by GE to give it a competitive advantage over other system
integrators for vessels of this size (up to large warships) and a serious consideration in the supply chain
of a full propulsion system92.
The automotive industry covers a large portion of the Midlands and there are more companies than
are included here with skilled electrical and mechanical engineers developing machines or powertrain
systems for adjacent industries. GKN automotive for example are a notable manufacturer of electric
drivelines for the automotive and motorsport industry.

5.4.4 Conditions for growth
As can be seen from the exit of actors from electric machine manufacturing, the UK has recently proved
to be a challenging environment to compete with areas of lower business operating costs, such as
China or Eastern Europe and in some cases North America. The UK does however demonstrate a deep
scientific knowledge base, capabilities in technology research, product development and design and
low volume manufacturing where high skill and precision is required.
The marine industry is unlikely to foster a high level of general electric machine innovation on its own
in comparison with the automotive (high volume) or aerospace (high value) industries, however there
is potential for marine to share in the growth of these related industries as the transport sector looks
to electrify. Electric propulsion is agnostic to the primary source of power, so has scope for strategic
innovation in support of changing marine propulsion requirements, but also more generally across
other transport applications.
The intent to enhance UK capability is supported by government, academic research and private
funded investment in facilities such as the AMRC and AFRC in Sheffield and Strathclyde and the
embedding of non-government bodies (APC) at these sites and others such as the universities of
Newcastle, Nottingham and Warwick and the DER Centres recently nominated around the UK. The
structure of these hubs for innovation also provides a competitive context with opportunities for grant
funding promoting healthy domestic rivalry and the necessary technology developments.
Most of the components within the electric propulsion system have potential for development and
provide an opportunity for growth and, specifically for marine, there is scope for machine design
developments that could support further downsizing and machine radius reduction, or even pairing
90
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with speed reduction gearboxes, as in automotive applications, to allow for the use of higher speed
machines93. In electric machine design there is scope for efficiency improvement, reducing reliance on
high value materials, and to develop the manufacturing techniques, realising these design
developments in practice and bringing down production costs. Power electronics also have scope for
development with semiconductor materials development, like silicon carbide and gallium nitride,
which can improve the power handling capacity therefore enabling smaller, lighter components able
to operate at higher temperatures with lower cooling requirements, improving the overall system
efficiencies. Although power electronics improvement is important for general development, the
performance requirements for marine are less demanding than for automotive or aerospace where
there is a lot of investment for innovation and the short-term additional costs of these designs may
not justify the benefits. However, developing capability across the supply chain in the UK will ultimately
benefit the marine industry as competition and innovation brings costs down.
Electric propulsion system design for large and small vessels is a demonstrated capability in the UK and
established actors intend to focus on power, energy and thermal management of the complete system
(to improve the overall system efficiency) and preparing vessels for more automated control, which is
an emerging trend.
Against this positive background, it was noted that the investment cost of novel low carbon
powertrains is currently too high to outweigh the potential saving in operating costs for commercial
actors. In the absence of public support this is leaving operators to favour low cost internal combustion
products, such as the recent purchase of the Stena Line ferries from China with minimal low carbon
technology94,95.

5.4.5 Potential Clusters
The picture of the UK shows a fairly even distribution of activity in the three key areas of manufacture,
industrial R&D and academic research. Co-location with a vessel builder is not essential, and capability
shared between non-marine industries is a benefit, suggesting the spread of activity across the
Midlands has potential and other pockets of activity in the North East, Scotland and Southampton each
meet the criteria with varying levels of depth. The assessment is summarised in Table 12.
Table 12: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
electric propulsion clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red = not good; grey = data not available;
✓✓=highly suitable location; ✓= suitable location)

Location

Existing
manufacturing
facility

Existing skills base

Potential electric
propulsion cluster

Midlands

✓✓

Sheffield area

✓✓
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North East

✓

Solent area
Scotland

Manufacture
Academic research
Industrial R&D

Figure 29: Multiple clusters of electric machines-related actors in the Midlands, Sheffield area, Solent
area, North East and Scotland
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5.5 Fuel cells
5.5.1 Technology Overview
Complementary to electric propulsion, fuel cells can provide power for propulsion or for auxiliary loads
from low carbon fuels and zero emissions. The carbon content of the fuel depends on the production
pathway, as addressed in the earlier sections of the report. This section focuses on the onboard
technology converting fuel to electricity, primarily for propulsion.
The use of fuel cells in transport applications is developing, low power applications having been in use
in forklift trucks and a small number of cars and vans for several years. Heavy duty fuel cell applications
are now increasing, with a growing number of trains running in Europe and, in the UK, bus deployments
nearing commercial scale96. Fuel cell trucks are presenting a strong case and products are emerging,
with China currently in the lead. This growth is supported by corporate developments in the form of
acquisitions and partnerships involving fuel cell and conventional powertrain companies – for example
in 2019 Cummins acquired fuel cell company Hydrogenics and formed two other fuel cell
partnerships97.
In heavy duty transport applications including marine, where achieving zero emissions is a target, the
duty cycle (power) and required range (energy) are key to the choice of energy source and powertrain.
Electrification by battery alone is often not feasible due to the range requirement. Hybrid electric
systems provide power and range, so fuel cells offer vessel designers a zero emission alternative to IC
engines in hybrid electric drives.
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) are the preferred choice for road transport, due to their
higher power density, making packaging of fuel cell and hydrogen storage in a typical vehicle easier.
PEMFC must be fuelled with high purity hydrogen. They also have a low operating temperature range
allowing the system to reach optimal operation quickly. PEMFC contrast with solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFC) which operate at a higher temperatures and are generally suited to continuous long-run
operation, such as stationary power generation or potentially longer range vessels98. They benefit from
slightly higher electrical efficiency and flexibility to a wider range of hydrogen purities and fuel types,
such as ammonia and methanol, without the need for additional processing equipment.
Packaging the fuel cell system, including the balance of plant (BOP) and storage of hydrogen, can be
difficult for vessel designers, for whom hydrogen is a novel fuel both in terms of safety standards and
its physical characteristics, e.g. buoyancy99. The arrangement of the components of the powertrain
system, potentially including larger batteries for a fuel cell hybrid design, can be challenging and relies
on the experience of fuel cell and electric propulsion system integrators in non-maritime applications
if there is not already maritime capability.
The choice of power source for vessel operators is further complicated by the duration of service of
the vessel, which can be 20-30 years100. Fuel cells are not widely available for maritime applications
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but the current state-of-the-art powertrains may soon be superseded, giving rise to the need to
consider vessel retrofits with different fuels and powertrains. Choices today could include IC engine
hybrids running on cleaner fuels, to be replaced by fuel cell systems later101.
The types of fuel cell vessels currently operating in demonstration projects are mostly small to midsized passenger ferries, however larger demonstration projects are emerging, as described later in this
section. For example the Flagships Horizon 2020 project is developing a ferry capable of transporting
200 passengers and 60 cars102. Other vessel types being developed include inland waterway barges,
fishing vessels, larger tugs and luxury yachts103.

5.5.2 Required and optional cluster features
Required features
The level of activity focused on fuel cells in the UK is much lower than on battery and IC hybrid electric
propulsion, however the principle behind cluster features remains the same. Anything constituting a
barrier to entry such as intellectual property or a large upfront capital expense could serve to anchor
activity. In the case of fuel cells an established development and manufacturing facility together with
its associated IP and skills is a key requirement. Such a facility would be likely to cover maritime and
non-maritime applications, making a better business case.
To complement development and manufacturing of fuel cells themselves, system integration
capability is also required in order to apply fuel cell technology. These could be companies engaged in
developing fuel cell-based powertrains and end products for a variety of applications, including funded
projects, though experience would be needed with fuel cells at an appropriate power level for
maritime use, for example, buses and trucks.

Optional features
Fuel cell technology is still developing, and there is scope for improvements throughout the supply
chain to aid performance improvement and costs reduction. Academic and industrial research to
improve the viability of fuel cells for vessels and other applications is also desirable therefore. This
would have a reinforcing effect upon the development of fuel cells in the UK. However, UK fuel cell
developers will also remain open to innovation occurring worldwide.

5.5.3 Existing assets and activity in the UK
Established development and manufacturing capability
The existing fuel cell development and manufacturing actors are described along with the system
integration actors and end user applications. Due to the nascent nature of the of fuel cells industry,
funded fuel cell projects resulting in production of a relevant application (confirmed or proposed, the
latter denoted by the suffix ‘_p’) are also examined.
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Application
Integration
Development and manufacture
Project
Project_p
Figure 30: Existing fuel cell development and manufacturing, system integration capability and enduse applications (size indicates relevance to marine)

The picture for existing development and manufacturing capability centres around only three players,
none of which are specifically looking at marine applications, and one of which is a component and
material developer rather than fuel cell system company.
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Ceres Power a spin-out from Imperial College London, now has a global reach through their industrial
partnerships to key fuel cell markets including China, Japan, South Korea and Germany. Their
manufacturing capability is at pilot plant scale, 2-10 MW of capacity, and will serve as a template for
their partners to develop larger plants under licence104. Ceres Power offers a SOFC technology through
which it plans to serve transport applications like buses and passenger cars, as range extenders, using
natural gas as a fuel before hydrogen becomes more widely available105. Whilst today the power of a
SteelCell (their fuel cell stack) is in the low 10s of kWs the technology is inherently stackable, such that
the power of individual units can be increased, and modular, such that multiple units can be combined
for increased system power.
Intelligent Energy, a spin-out from Loughborough University and still based locally, is a PEM fuel cell
engineering company, with an IP that reduces the need for cooling in their system, reducing the
number of parts in the stack and in the rest of the BOP, and gives a high system power density106.
Intelligent Energy’s higher power density IP lends itself well to applications where size and weight are
crucial, they are targeting transport applications for motive power requirements of 10 to 100 kW plus
and auxiliary power units (APUs) for non-motive power.
A key component in PEM FCs is a catalyst-coated membrane (CCM), more commonly known as the
membrane electrode assembly (MEA), where the electrochemical reaction takes place. The
performance and cost of the fuel cell is directly related to the performance and production of this
component107. Johnson Matthey is a global company based in Swindon with experience in precious
metals and catalyst development. For 20 years, the company has been developing its capability in
manufacturing fuel cell components for the vehicle market and offers high quality CCM and MEA
components108.

System integration capability
In some cases, particularly in transport, the experience in fuel cell design has had to be reprioritised
due to a lack of demand for the technology. As a result, those who understand how to design fuel cell
electric systems for road transport applications are having to consider general transport electrification
system design which has given rise to an emergence of system integrators in the UK109.
Ferguson Marine, based near Glasgow, is the shipbuilder for the HySeas III project, a hybrid fuel cell
ferry which is planned to operate the Kirkwall to Shapinsay route from 2021110. The ferry will use 100
kW Ballard fuel cells, Leclanché batteries and leading the electrical integration are Kongsberg
Marine111. Despite leadership of the fuel cell system design by non-UK, Ballard, involvement in a project
like this helps the Ferguson Marine team to resolve challenges around novel propulsion systems and
fuels, providing skills for future projects of a similar scale.
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Hypermotive based in Lutterworth, Leicestershire, was established by a team with previous experience
at Intelligent Energy. Its expertise in marine applications is in its very early stages, crossing over from
other transport sectors into marine with help from the Motorsport Industry Association (MIA) where
it was recognised that the requirements of the niche fuel cell electric automotive products were similar
to the requirements of some areas of the marine sector, in terms of volume, actors in the value chain
and the relative R&D investment to production ratio112. Hypermotive has capability in manufacturing
electric powertrain components as a tier 1 supplier and are technology and application agnostic. It
views hydrogen and fuel cells as a key pillar for the company due to the employees’ prior experience
at Intelligent Energy and are keen to apply their capability to marine projects but view the lack of
funding for further fuel cell marine projects as holding back development of larger power systems,
necessary for industry progress113.
Auriga Energy is a small but marine focused system integrator. Based in Bristol, it led the consortium
to develop the Hydrogenesis fuel cell ferry which has now been in operation for 6 years. This ferry uses
four fuel cells to provide a combined 12 kW to drive the electric propulsion system, which includes
electric motors from Lynch Motors, as mentioned previously114. Through the project the team at Auriga
has developed capabilities in power management control for a range of products and are developing
10 kW fuel cells for larger vessels, demonstrating the modularity of the units to achieve higher power
by scaling up with other collaborators in multiples of 10, 30 and 50 kW units115.
Arcola Energy, is a tier 1 supplier of hydrogen and fuel cell systems, based in London. Arcola also has
premises in Liverpool where it plans to build powertrain systems for Liverpool’s buses in conjunction
with Alexander Dennis (ADL) and will be maintaining the Renault Kangoo ZE H2 vans fitted with a 10
kW Symbio fuel cell116. The facility is said to also support production of fuel cells systems for other
applications including trains and off-highway vehicles, in line with announced projects with Vivarail
and AVID technology and Eaton supported by the APC, as well as trucks and marine vessels117,118.
Outside of the UK, BAE Systems is working with Golden Gate Zero Emission Marine in California to
develop a hydrogen passenger ferry119. Using its capability in electric machines and electric propulsion
system design, BAE systems is integrating its HybriGen system and a Hydrogenics 360kW PEM fuel cell
to power the “Water-Go-Round” project. BAE, a global company considers fuel cells a primary new
technology to focus on and possesses expertise relevant to the UK’s development of fuel cell
technology120.
There are non-marine applications, like the previously mentioned buses from ADL in Falkirk, Scotland,
and Wrightbus in Ballymena, Northern Ireland, suppling buses for Aberdeen City Council121 and City of
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London122 using Ballard fuel cells. Wrightbus was acquired late last year by the son of JCB, Jo Bamford,
under the Bamford Bus Company, who are owners of another company, Ryse Hydrogen, responsible
for bus refuelling - demonstrating a clear aim to use hydrogen in transport applications. From
involvement in future powertrain conferences, JCB is known to be interested in hydrogen as a future
fuel to replace its majority diesel powertrain off-road equipment.
With more continuous drive cycles and longer range requirements than buses, trucks are also relevant
to marine, but development of fuel cell applications is less advanced. A few UK actors are pursuing fuel
cell trucks, such as HV Systems, a start up, based in Glasgow, aiming to produce over 100 original heavy
fuel cell trucks and vans for the UK and Europe for 2021123 and Tevva Motors, in Chelmsford, with plans
for fuel cells to act as a range extender for their battery electric trucks in 2021124. ULEMCo, based in
Liverpool, has also demonstrated fuel cell technologies for light commercial vehicles and remains
interested in UK fuel cell activities, however their primary focus is on power from hydrogen combustion
in trucks, a similar strategy to Belgian CMB, who use hydrogen combustion in their project
Hydroville125.
With a focus on heavy goods vehicles, prospective sites for a hydrogen demonstration cluster are
under consideration by The Connected Places Catapult through the Hydrogen for Smart Mobility
initiative. The most promising transport clusters to date are considered to be North West England
(Liverpool, Merseyside or Manchester) and North East England (Teesside) which could centre around
ports and offer co-located fuelling for small vessels, road vehicles and rail. It is the CPC’s view that
these clusters offer the greatest potential to seed widespread roll out of hydrogen transport across
the UK126.
Other demonstrable hydrogen and fuel cell powered transport activity in the UK is summed up with
two rail projects: Breeze a collaboration between Alstom and Eversholt Rail 127 ; and HydroFlex a
collaboration between Birmingham University and Porterbrook to convert existing conventional and
hybrid electric rolling stock with Ballard fuel cells128. These activities bring further skills development
and capability to the North West and the Midlands.
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Academic and industrial research

Academic research
Industrial R&D

Figure 31: Existing fuel cell R&D activity in the UK (size indicates relevance to marine)

As with electric machines, companies involved in fuel cell manufacturing, system integration or its use
in applications have varying levels of component or system research and design capability. However,
there are further notable actors interested in the technology and actively investigating the use of fuel
cells and hydrogen in marine and other transport applications, but without established fuel cell
development or manufacturing facilities.
Industrial research
GE Power Conversion with specialisms in power and electric propulsion has brought its expertise
together with Dutch fuel cell company Nedstack to develop hydrogen fuel cell systems for larger
cruise ships. Since March 2019, the pairing has designed a concept for an expedition vessel, but the
company has an eye on the future, expecting vessels will require 2 MW systems capable of zero
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emissions129. One of the key considerations of the project has been the investigation into fuel cell life,
using GE’s power management and variable drive system to limit the need to shut down and restart
the fuel cell, a key contributor to its degradation. Although the pairing’s fuel cell expertise is largely
based outside the UK, the link to GE’s UK marine propulsion centre of expertise is a potential
strength to build upon.
Cummins, the global giant is hedging across two fuel cell technology types, adding to ongoing codevelopment with UK SOFC specialist, Ceres Power by purchasing a share of Canadian PEMFC
manufacturer, Hydrogenics. Cummins, which has some electrification design work in the UK130 focused
on batteries, currently sees the potential for hydrogen in marine applications, but towards 2050 rather
than in the immediate term131. As an integral supplier of diesel power generators for the industry, it
aims to be well prepared to offer novel technology sooner, however, overall positioning and business
locations will likely depend on demand across the product portfolio globally.
Automotive engineering service providers have begun to demonstrate capability in fuel cell
technology, although less in the UK. Ricardo in the US has helped Toyota and Kenworth deliver a 36
tonne truck132 and AVL, with facilities in Coventry has some activity in fuel cell powertrain testing. AVL
is also involved with UK’s INEOS automotive133, exploring a fuel cell powertrain for a 4x4 off-road
vehicle, however most of their activity remains in Graz, Austria.
Academic research
Loughborough and Imperial are both key academic centres for research into hydrogen and fuel cell
technology. The University of Loughborough has been involved in fuel cell technology research for over
20 years and spawned Intelligent Energy, a company with over 550 patents and with a team of up to
350134. Imperial College London also has claim to a spin-out, Ceres Power, co-founded by the current
Dean of Engineering. Fuel cells remain a core activity of the electrochemical engineering department.
Also in London, University College London’s Electrochemical Innovation Lab is active in fuel cell and
electrolyser development and the research behind the materials involved.
With a focus on SOFCs, due in part to its flexible choice of fuels, University of St Andrews has a strong
capability and dedicated team to investigate energy and materials under Prof. John Irvine’s JTSI group.
The group is aiming to enhance the high conversion efficiency and power density of fuel cell technology
through materials research135. Despite their focus on SOFC, the university is also involved in the HySeas
III project with Ferguson Marine and Ballard PEM fuel cells.
Two further universities in the Midlands are involved in fuel cell technology: University of Birmingham
and University of Coventry. Coventry has a close link to a fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) spin-out,
MicroCab. The FCEV is powered by a small fuel cell from Horizon, based in Singapore, but the company
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demonstrates the ability to integrate the system with vehicles, which have been running in small
numbers since 2008. The university is also home to the Centre for Advanced Low Carbon Propulsion
Systems (C-ALPS) of which the global engineering company FEV is a founding partner136. The centre
focuses on hydrogen fuel cells, as well as batteries, power electronics and electric machines, and is
centred around road transport and rail. The University of Birmingham is home to the Birmingham
Energy Institute and hosts the Centre of Excellence for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Research and Centre
for Doctoral Training in Hydrogen, Fuel Cells and their Applications and Fuels (CDT)137. Set up with help
from funding from the EPSRC, it boasts the programme with the widest breadth of research in the UK.
The university has worked on projects for hydrogen in canal boats for the British Waterways and notes
a role in the European H2SHIPS project138.
Lancaster University has taken a more general view of hydrogen as coordinators of the Lancaster
Hydrogen Hub project, aimed at growing a hydrogen economy in a region in which hydrogen could
play an integral role in decarbonising transport. The hub concepts include H2 Sea, primarily targeting
Heysham port to decarbonise the land-based container handling vehicles, as well as future plans to
offer hydrogen for ferries serving the Isle of Man and Ireland139.

5.5.4 Conditions for growth
The UK fuel cell sector is still in its early stages, but several of its players are long-established in the
context of the industry as a whole and they have accumulated a strong IP position. This, in combination
with the UK’s R&D strengths, serves to cement the UK as one of the leading fuel cell innovation centres
globally.
Over the years the UK’s fuel cell system integration activities have grown, with an increasing slant
towards the heavy vehicle sector. As a result the UK now has a community of fuel cell system
integrators who understand the complete system. Fuel cell electric vessels represent a strong
opportunity for these specialists. Support for fuel cell demonstration projects and market applications
in maritime, rail and heavy vehicles is growing, serving to mutually reinforce the UK’s fuel cell
integration sector.
The UK is also supporting relevant adjacent activities which may benefit maritime fuel cell applications.
In particular, there are UK initiatives to establish hydrogen refuelling infrastructure which, although
focused on road applications, may in some instances be logically co-located in ports. Chief amongst
these DfT’s draft Hydrogen for Smart Mobility initiative which is targeting large scale hydrogen
infrastructure centred initially upon the North East and/or North West, radiating from ports. In
addition, UK interest in hydrogen as a heating fuel are being investigated under BEIS Hy4Heat
programme, with the potential widespread hydrogen availability through the gas network, again likely
to be centred on port-based industrial areas initially in line with CCS availability.
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Overall, the UK has a good platform to grow a maritime fuel cell sector, though the fairly early stage
nature of the industry means that the UK must keep momentum if it is to maintain its good position in
what is currently a modest size global industry.

5.5.5 Potential Clusters
Fuel cells are still a relatively novel commercial technology and as a result there are only a handful of
actors in the UK, however there are some concentrations of activity in the key disciplines, research and
system integration. Two areas are showing potential, however only the Midlands has both
development and system integration expertise. The North West, despite application demand is missing
the required feature of an established development and manufacturing facility. Each would benefit
with other activities to support a comprehensive cluster of activity. The assessment is summarised in
Table 13.
Table 13: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential fuel
cell clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red = not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly suitable
location; ✓= suitable location)

Location

Midlands
North West

Established
development and
manufacturing
facility

System integration
capability

Potential electric
propulsion cluster

✓✓
✓
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Application
Integration
Manufacture
Academic research
Industrial R&D
Project
Project_p
Figure 32: Clustering of fuel cell activity around the Midlands and North West
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6 Conclusions
6.1 Approach
The purpose of this research report is to provide an evidence base on the conditions that could lead
to successful clean maritime clusters in one or more UK locations. Clusters are defined as
‘geographical areas focused on innovation and infrastructure associated with particular zero
emission propulsion technologies for vessels as well as the supply of the related zero emission
energy’. Note that this includes both UK supply side opportunities and UK maritime decarbonisation.
In an initial step, the long list of candidate technologies considered in the Clean Maritime Plan was
narrowed using a qualitative multi-criteria analysis that assessed the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Volume of future demand by 2035 in UK domestic shipping
Depth of UK supply chain
UK competitive advantage
Breadth/depth of application in vessels
Synergies with other industries and applications.

The resulting short list of technologies, validated by DfT, assessed in this report was as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shore power
Ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage
Hydrogen from renewable electricity
Electric propulsion
Fuel cells.

Note that this list includes both on and off board applications, technologies at a range of TRLs, and
those that are specific to maritime as well as those with wider applicability. Making comparisons
overall is difficult therefore, but a common approach to each allows objective conclusions to be
drawn at the individual technology level.
For each technology the assessment began with an identification of the features that are required
(‘must have’) and optional (‘nice to have’) for the establishment of a successful cluster. Evidence was
then sought for each feature and a judgement made as to the overall strength of the case for a
cluster now and in the future. The most logical location(s) for a cluster in each technology area were
then derived, also taking into account port locations where energy demand is predicted to fall, where
appropriate.

6.2 Conclusions by technology area
6.2.1 Shore power
Shore power provides berthed ships with the ability to switch off their main or auxiliary engines to
operate onboard systems (‘cold ironing’); it could also provide recharging for battery or hybrid
electric vessels. In either case the required features for the establishment of shore power at a port
are a sufficient connection to the national transmission network or renewable power generation
within close proximity. These would need to be combined with adequate demand to justify
investment. Analysis of these features across the UK reveals ten ports which are potential candidates
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for shore power, summarised in the table below. Of these, London and Aberdeen have the strongest
conditions on both the supply and demand sides. These are followed by six ports which have good
supply conditions but more modest demand (Grimsby & Immingham, Holyhead, Lerwick, Liverpool,
Orkney, Tees & Hartlepool). A further two (Clyde and Peterhead) have good demand, but supply
conditions are uncertain.
Table 14: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
shore power clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red = not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly
suitable location; ✓= suitable location; ?=potentially suitable location)

Port

Aberdeen

Local grid
connection

Local
renewable
generation

Potential
demand

Potential shore
power cluster

✓✓

Cairnryan
Clyde

?

Dover
Gills Bay Scotland
Great Yarmouth
Grimsby & Immingham

✓

Holyhead

✓

Larne port
Lerwick

✓

Liverpool

✓

London

✓✓

Oban
Orkney

✓

Peterhead

?

Portsmouth
Southampton
Tees & Hartlepool

✓
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6.2.2 Ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage
Ammonia is a promising vessel fuel which can be burned in a combustion engine or used in a fuel
cell. Although it does not contain any carbon atoms, it is mostly made commercially from natural gas,
so has a carbon footprint. The UK is a global leader in production technologies for ammonia, even
though there are only a handful of ammonia plants in the UK. If the UK is to produce low carbon
ammonia via its existing ammonia plants at scale this will require hydrogen production from natural
gas in combination with carbon capture and storage. By examining the UK’s planned CCS locations
and existing ammonia production sites, three leading potential cluster locations emerge: Teesside,
Merseyside and Humberside. Longer term, the other candidate locations for CCS (South Wales and
Scotland) could also offer potential for future ammonia production. A summary of the required
factor conditions at main UK candidate locations is shown in Table 15 and geographically in Figure 33.
Table 15: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red
= not good; ✓✓=highly suitable location; ✓= suitable location)

Port

Grangemouth

Humberside

North Cheshire/
Merseyside
South Wales

Teesside

Potential access
to CCS

Proximity to
existing
hydrogen or
ammonia
production

Access to ports
which already
handle ammonia

Potential
ammonia from
fossil sources
plus carbon
capture and
storage cluster

✓
✓✓
✓✓
✓
✓✓
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Scotland

Teesside

Humberside
Merseyside

South Wales
CO2 shoreline terminals locations
CF Fertilisers (bubble size = relative capacity)
Yara Fertilisers (bubble size = relative capacity)
SDwsdasdas
Potential CCS cluster

Figure 33: Ammonia: summary of cluster conditions based upon potential CCS sites, shoreline
terminals and existing ammonia plants (bubble size = relative ammonia capacity)

It should be noted that these sites may not be where the ammonia is supplied into vessels, but the
logistics are expected to resemble fossil fuels; these are refined at a handful of locations and shipped
to multiple bunkering locations as well as being traded internationally. The UK port locations where
ammonia is forecast to be in greatest demand are shown in Figure 34 below. Note that there is an
overlap with the likely production sites in the case of Teesside, Humberside and North Cheshire/
Merseyside.
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Figure 34: Ammonia demand for each UK port in scenario D – 4.23 million tonnes (bubble size =
relative demand)

6.2.3 Hydrogen from renewable electricity
Hydrogen can be burned in engines or used in fuel cells, where it is inherently zero emission at point
of use. However, like ammonia, unless produced from renewable primary energy it has a carbon
footprint. To be truly zero carbon the best means to produce it is by electrolysis using renewable
electricity. This could be a dedicated process or a by-product of chloralkali production. The required
conditions are connection to a source or renewable power and, because hydrogen is economically
challenging to transport over long distances, proximity to a bunkering location.
Research into planned locations for larger scale renewable hydrogen production revealed two
frontrunning candidates: the Runcorn MCP chloralkali JV between INOVYN and Vynova at Runcorn,
which is close to the Mersey ports, and Orkney, where there is growing activity in hydrogen from
tidal and wind energy, partly serving maritime demands. Other smaller sites are in development
around the UK, though these are currently scaled to match existing local demands. A summary of the
required factor conditions at main UK candidate locations is shown in Table 16 below. Potential
locations of hydrogen demand are shown geographically in Figure 35 – note the overlap between
demand and supply in Orkney and the North West.
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Table 16: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
ammonia from fossil sources plus carbon capture and storage clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red
= not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly suitable location; ✓= suitable location;
?=potentially suitable location)

Port

Low cost
renewable
electricity

Local
demand for
hydrogen
for marine
use

Proximity
to an
oxygen
consumer

Proximity
to
adjacent
hydrogen
demand

Planned
electrolyser
projects

Potential
hydrogen from
renewable
electricity
cluster

Aberdeen

✓

Clyde

✓

Forth

✓

Holyhead

✓

Lerwick

✓

London

✓

North West

✓✓

Orkney

✓✓

Figure 35: Hydrogen demand for each UK port in scenario D and E – 22,000 tonnes (bubble size =
relative demand)
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6.2.4 Electric propulsion
Many low carbon vessels make use of electric final drive rather than internal combustion engine
direct drive. This allows engines to be used in hybrid configuration, or for battery or fuel cell power
to be used. Electric propulsion systems provide better control for vessel operators and flexibility for
designers. Their potential relevance to clean maritime clusters is the value they could provide from
their supply chain, manufacture and installation on board vessels. For a potential cluster required
conditions are the existence of existing electric machine manufacturing (likely to be serving other
relevant sectors as well as marine), industrial R&D and supporting academic research. Although
several electric machine manufacturers have left the UK in recent years, there has been a resurgence
of interest from some players and several Government-supported manufacturing and research
initiatives to underpin the growth of the sector. Although little of this is dedicated to the maritime
sector, there are nonetheless several pockets of relevant activity in the UK. A summary of the
required factor conditions at main UK candidate locations is shown in Table 17 and geographically in
Figure 36 below.
Table 17. Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential
electric propulsion clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red = not good; grey = data not available;
✓✓=highly suitable location; ✓= suitable location)

Location

Existing
manufacturing
facility

Existing skills base

Potential electric
propulsion cluster

Midlands

✓✓

Sheffield area

✓✓

North East

✓

Solent area
Scotland
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Manufacture
Academic research
Industrial R&D

Figure 36: Electric propulsion: summary of cluster conditions based upon presence of electric machine
manufacturing, industrial and academic research (size indicates relevance to maritime)

In summary, the sector is geographically dispersed, though the greatest density is spread between
the Midlands and Yorkshire, but also in the Scottish central belt and the Solent area. It is important
to note that the sector is (largely) non-coastal, since the production of electric machines can be
separated from vessel-building and, of course, vessel usage.

6.2.5 Fuel cells
Fuel cell technology is still under development and has only a handful of applications in vessels
worldwide to date. However, fuel cells offer zero emissions and high efficiency so are interesting for
vessels where an electric solution is desirable, particularly where batteries are unlikely to be
adequate. Like electric propulsion, they could provide value from their supply chain, manufacture
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and installation. A successful UK cluster will require, as a minimum, existing fuel cell development
and manufacturing that could be expanded to cover maritime applications and experienced
integrators who can apply fuel cell technology in vessels. A summary of the required factor
conditions at main UK candidate locations is shown in Table 18 and geographically in Figure 37
below.
Table 18: Synthesised qualitative assessment of required cluster features and outline of potential fuel
cell clusters (green = good; yellow = ok; red = not good; grey = data not available; ✓✓=highly suitable
location; ✓= suitable location)

Location

Midlands
North West

Established
development and
manufacturing
facility

System integration
capability

Potential electric
propulsion cluster

✓✓
✓
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Application
Integration
Manufacture
Academic research
Industrial R&D
Project
Project_p
Figure 37: Fuel cells: summary of cluster conditions based upon presence of fuel cell manufacturing,
plus other supporting factors (size indicates relevanc e to maritime)

In summary, although not mature, the UK fuel cell sector does appear to have pockets of regional
activity, most notably in the Midlands. These are not coincident with port locations, but – as with
electric propulsion – this is not important, since fuel cells can be transported to the locations where
vessels are built.
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6.3 Comparison between technologies
Comparing between on and off board applications, technologies at different TRLs, those that are
specific to maritime and those with wider applicability is not straightforward. It would also be
prudent not to seek to prioritise the five technologies, since a portfolio of options is likely to be
needed to meet the UK Government’s clean maritime objectives. Nevertheless, a summary
comparison is instructive, using the format of the table below.
Table 19: Comparison between technologies

Technology

Maritime focus

Technology status

Potential for UK cluster(s)

Shore power

Maritime only

Mature (TRL 8-9)

Two very strong locations
(Aberdeen and London), eight
others interesting

Ammonia with
CCS

Driven by nonmaritime industry

Ammonia production is
mature (TRL 9), CCS
emerging (TRL 3-7)

Three leading candidates
(Teesside, Humberside,
Merseyside, depends on final
CCS sites

Hydrogen from
renewable elec.

Driven by nonmaritime industry

Electrolysis early
commercialisation;
costs still high (TRL 6-8)

Two leading candidates (North
West, Orkney), smaller sites
possible

Electric
propulsion

Partly maritime,
overlap with
other sectors

Well-developed but still
innovating (TRL 7-9)

Two closely located leading
regions (Midlands, Sheffield
area), other good pockets of
activity

Fuel cells

Driven by nonmaritime industry

Innovation needed, esp.
for vessels (TRL 4-8)

Mainly distributed pockets of
activity with more density in
one (Midlands)
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Appendix A – Methodology and results of demand modelling
Building on section 4, this appendix provides a more detailed description of the methods used for
estimating the potential demand at UK ports from alternative technologies and fuels, and graphically
represents the results.
As a summary of the methodology used, the following information was determined:
1. Number of port calls by vessel type in 2016 for each UK port
2. Fuel demand related to each vessel type in 2016 for each UK port
3. A mapping of vessel types to possible alternative fuel/energy demand in line with the
decarbonisation of the UK shipping fleet modelled in scenario modelling work for the CMP140
– Scenario D & E (See section 3.2.1 for a description of the scenarios)
4. Potential energy demand at each port (based on 2016 UK fleet), for ammonia, hydrogen,
electricity for vessel recharge and electricity for cold ironing
5. Potential number of vessels utilising fuel cell technology in each port
6. Potential number of battery electrically driven vessels in each port
These results allow the supply side conditions to be compared with demand to form an overall
impression of cluster location potential in the Conclusions section.

Number of port calls by vessel type
The number of port calls by vessel type in 2016 for each UK port is taken from DfT statistics on port
calls in 2016141. This information is provided in two different versions. The first version uses the vessels
type/size categorisation as reported in DfT statistics on port calls in 2016. The second version uses the
vessels type/size categorisation as used in UMAS modelling tools and reported in the scenario
modelling conducted for the CMP142, Technical Annex Table 1.
The second version was obtained by mapping the categorisation from DfT statistics on port calls in
2016 to the categorisation from UMAS models143. Often, one type/size category was mapped to more
than one type/size category using the proportion of total UK port calls derived from AIS data by
type/size to assign one category to many categories144.
Figure 38 shows the map of UK with the total number of calls for all ship types in 2016.

140

Frontier Economics, UMAS, CE Delft (2019) Scenario analysis: take-up of emissions reduction options and
their impacts on emissions and costs: Report and Technical Annex
141
DfT statistics (2017): UK ports, ship arrivals by type and deadweight PORT0601. Available here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/port-and-domestic-waterborne-freight-statistics-port
142
Frontier Economics, UMAS, CE Delft (2019) Scenario analysis: take-up of emissions reduction options and
their impacts on emissions and costs: Report and Technical Annex
143
see spreadsheet UMAS_dft_vessel_type_size_mapping.xls
144
The first version of the data is provided in the spreadsheet port_calls_DfT_types.xls, and the second version
of the data is provided in the spreadsheet port_calls_UMAS_types.xls. The latter contains the index ‘UMAS Ship
Size’ and the associated ‘UMAS Ship Size Range’ for each category.
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Figure 38: Port calls - 136,215 calls in 2016 (bubble size = relative number of port calls)

Figure 39 shows port calls by ship type using DfT and UMAS categorisations (top 10 ports).

Figure 39: Port calls at the top 10 UK ports by ship type (DfT and UMAS classifications)
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The port calls of each vessel type/size in 2016 of each port were divided into the total number of calls
of each vessel type/size at a national level to obtain the ‘ratios of port calls’. These ratios are used to
allocate fuel/energy and technology demands from national level to each UK port.
𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 (𝑖) 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝑗)𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑘)

Ratios of port calls =∑ 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 (𝑖)𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑗)𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠

Fuel demand of each vessel type for each UK port
The fuel demand for each vessel type/size category in 2016 for each UK port was estimated. This was
obtained using a) the fuel demands for the UK domestic fleet and UK international fleet at a national
level; b) the ‘ratios of port calls’.
The fuel demands at a national level were extracted from the datasets generated in the scenario
modelling work for the CMP . The datasets were produced using the information of the UK fleets and
the UMAS model GloTraM, which estimates the annual fuel consumption for each vessel type and size
category. Subsequently, the fuel demands at a national level were apportioned to each port using the
‘ratios of port calls’.
This approach assumes that a vessel bunkers (refuels) in the ports where it most often calls, and that
all ports have bunkering facilities.
For the UK domestic fleet, the total national fuel demands were used, assuming that all vessels refuel
in UK ports, while for the UK international fleet, 50% of the total national fuel demands were assumed
to be met by refuelling at UK ports145. Figure 40 shows the map of UK with the total fuel demand for
all ship types in 2016.

145

The resulting fuel demand expressed in HFO equivalent is provided in the spreadsheet
annual_fuel_cons_per_port_UMAS_2016.xls
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Figure 40: Fuel demand in 2016 – 2.95 million tonnes HFOeq (bubble size = relative demand)

Figure 41 shows the fuel demand by ship types for the top ten ports using UMAS’s categorisation

Figure 41: Fuel demand by ship type for each UK port

Mapping to alternative technology and fuel/energy
In the future, vessels may use different alternative fuel/energy to meet emissions reduction objectives.
The potential use of alternative technologies and fuels/energy could be different depending on the
characteristics of each vessel type and size. Using the model GloTraM, the scenario modelling work for
the CMP provided the potential uptake of alternative energy sources and technologies for each vessel
type and size, up to 2050. Uptake in the year 2050 was used from scenarios D and E to map the possible
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use of alternative fuel/energy/tech for each vessel category. The scenarios D and E are in line with the
full decarbonisation of the UK shipping fleet in the year 2050 and 2070, respectively146.
The following alternative fuel/energy/technology options have been mapped:
• Ammonia
• Hydrogen
• Battery (propulsion)
• Fuel cells as main propulsion
• Fuel cells as auxiliary engine
• Cold ironing (shore power)

Hydrogen and fuel cells
The scenarios considered in the scenario modelling work for the CMP do not show any uptake of
(liquified) hydrogen as a fuel. However, there are several examples of ongoing projects that are
investigating the use of compressed hydrogen and fuel cells to reduce emissions on smaller vessels,
such as ferries (see section 5.5)
Compressed hydrogen was not considered in the scenario modelling work for the CMP, however, and
would generally compete in smaller vessels that are modelled as transitioning to battery electric.
Which technology is most viable for these vessels depends on the specifics of the vessel characteristics
and operation, as well as the cost reduction as both technologies develop further. The maximum
potential hydrogen uptake in vessels is likely to correspond to the number of vessels that are modelled
as battery electric. Therefore, as an example, a case was considered in which all battery electric vessels
identified in the scenario modelling work for the CMP use compressed hydrogen with fuel cells
instead147.

Potential energy demand at each port
For each fuel/energy/technology, the potential alternative energy demand at each UK port was
estimated by using:
a) the average fuel consumption of the ‘mean ship’ for each of the vessel type and size category
using alternative fuel/energy;
b) the size of UK domestic fleet and UK international fleet;
c) the ‘ratios of port calls’.
The potential energy demand at a national level was calculated by multiplying the average fuel
consumptions of the vessel with alternative energy/fuel by the ‘market size’ number of ships in 2016.
This implies that future shipping transport demand growth is not considered in this estimation.
Fuel demand = mean ship consumption x market share x uptake tech proportion

146

The results of the mapping are provided in the spreadsheets tech_uptake_scenario_D.xls and
tech_uptake_scenario_E.xls.
147
The spreadsheets tech_uptake_scenario_D_H2FC.xls and tech_uptake_scenario_E H2FC.xls contain the
uptake of technologies for this illustrative case.
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The annual average fuel consumption of the ‘mean ship’ of each vessel type and size categories was
obtained from the datasets generated in the scenario modelling work for the CMP, as well as the 2016
UK fleets data (domestic and international)148.
The potential energy demands at national level were allocated to each port using the ‘ratios of port
calls’ (as described previously)149.
The energy demand is expressed in tonnes of ammonia and MWh of electricity as well as in tonnes of
HFO equivalent for ammonia and electricity. The conversion factors used are:
• 0.464 tonnes ammonia / tonnes HFO equivalent
• 11.25 MWh of electricity / tonnes HFO equivalent.
Figure 42 depicts the potential demand for ammonia using the 2016 UK fleet size and the uptake of
technology in scenario D in 2050 (decarbonisation by 2050). Values are expressed in terms of tonnes
of ammonia.

Figure 42: Ammonia demand for each UK port in scenario D – 4.23 million tonnes (bubble size =
relative demand)

Under scenario E, ammonia demand at the top 10 ports is lower than in scenario D. The top 10 ports
account for about two thirds of the total demand in both scenarios. In scenario D the top 10 ports

148

UMAS internal data
The resulting demands of ammonia and electricity for both scenarios are provided in the spreadsheets
nh3_elec_port_demand.xls
149
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account for 2.80 million tonnes while scenario E the top 10 accounts for 2.14 million tonnes out of a
total of 3.15 million tonnes.

Figure 43: Ammonia demand at the top 10 UK ports scenario D vs E

Figure 44 shows potential demand for electricity in terms of MWh for scenario D, with the total
demand equals 1.02 TWh. There is little difference between the potential electricity demand under
scenario D compared to scenario E.

Figure 44: Electricity demand for each UK ports scenario D and E – 1.02 TWh (bubble size = relative
demand)
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Potential hydrogen demand at each UK port
Using the same methodology, the potential demand of hydrogen was examined for the illustrative case
described in the ‘Mapping to alternative technology and fuel/energy’ section of this Appendix150.
Figure 45 shows the tonnes of hydrogen for scenario D in each UK port. There is little difference
between the forecast hydrogen demand under scenario D compared to scenario E.

Figure 45: Hydrogen demand for each UK port in scenario D and E – 22,000 tonnes (bubble size =
relative demand)

Potential cold-ironing demand at each port
The potential cold-ironing demand at each UK port was obtained by using:
a) the average fuel consumptions at port of the ‘mean ship’ for each of the vessel type and size
categories;
b) the size of UK domestic fleet and UK international fleet;
c) the ‘ratios of port calls’.
The potential energy demand at a national level was calculated by multiplying the average fuel
consumptions at port of the vessel using cold ironing by the ‘market size’ number of ships in 2016. The

150

The spreadsheet h2_demand.xls contains the hydrogen demand for both scenarios D and E in terms of
tonnes of hydrogen.
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annual average fuel consumption at port of the ‘mean ship’ for each of the vessel type and size
category was obtained from the datasets generated in the scenario modelling work for the CMP.
The potential energy demand for cold ironing at national level was allocated to each port using the
‘ratios of port calls’151.
Figure 46 shows the potential demand for cold ironing using the 2016 UK fleet size and the uptake of
technology in scenario D (decarbonisation by 2050).

Figure 46: Electricity demand for cold ironing at UK ports Scenario D – 1.38 TWh (bubble size =
relative demand)

The demand for cold ironing is higher overall and in the majority of the top 10 UK ports in scenario E
compared to scenario D, shown in Figure 47.

151

The resulting demands of cold ironing for each UK port is provided in the spreadsheet
cold_ironing_demand_at_port.xls.
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Figure 47: Electricity demand for cold ironing at UK ports scenario D vs E

Number of vessels utilising battery and fuel cell technology
The potential number of vessels utilising battery or fuel cells at each UK port was estimated using:
a) the mapping of energy sources and technologies as described previously;
b) the ‘equivalent market size’ number of ships of each vessel type and size category in the year
2016;
c) the ‘ratios of port calls’
Once the total equivalent market size number of vessels using battery and fuel cell technology for each
vessel category (using a and b) had been identified, the number of ships using battery and fuel cells
calling at each UK port was obtained using the ‘ratios of port calls’.
The ‘equivalent market size’ number of vessels was obtained from the datasets generated in the
scenario modelling work for the CMP.
Table 20 provides the total ‘equivalent market size’ number of vessels by ship type and size categories.
The spreadsheet ‘market share’ contains the data for both domestic and international fleets.
Table 20: Matrix of total ‘equivalent market size’ number of vessels by ship type and size categories
TYPE
cruise
dry
Ferry_pax_only
Offshore
pax_ropax
service
tug
unit_cont
unit_roro
wet_crude

SIZE CATEGORY
0.1
0.2
2
1
133
21
48
25

0.3
1
2
1

0.4
0

0

3

1

1

2
2
32
1

3
5
29

4
1
29

5
2
15

6

18

25

10

1

8

4

7

8

13

13

6

22

9

3

1

449
7

3

37
285
123

1
1
3

5
20
2

24

49

3

14

12
96
5

The ‘equivalent market size’ is equal to ‘voyage hours’ divided by the ‘total annual voyage hours’;
where the ‘voyage hours’ parameter indicates the total amount of voyage hours that are considered
within one of the voyage options (domestic, international, in transit), while the ‘total annual voyage
hours’ indicates the total hours the vessel has spent on voyages in that year.
Datasets derived from manipulation of AIS data were used to obtain the list of vessels, the associated
‘voyage hours’ for each voyage options (domestic, international, in transit) and the ‘total annual
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voyage hours’. The voyage options were distinguished by: domestic, if voyage origin and destination
were UK; international, if voyage origin or destination is not UK; in transit, if voyage origin and
destination is not UK.
Note that in this project the ‘equivalent market size’ number of ships in the year 2016 is used, which
implies that future shipping transport demand growth is not considered in the estimation.
To provide an integer number of vessels, any value less than one has been rounded up. Therefore,
when allocating the number of vessels to each UK port, any values less than one are rounded to one
ship. This means that the total number of ships ‘calling’ at each UK port is greater than the total number
of ships using a certain technology152.
In the scenario modelling conducted for the CMP, the only uptake of fuel cells is for auxiliary power on
vessels, and not for propulsion. The fuel cells also use ammonia as the stored fuel instead of hydrogen,
as there is no hydrogen fuel take-up in the scenarios modelling (although the ammonia may be
dissociated into hydrogen before its use in the fuel cell). Figure 48 shows the number of vessels using
fuel cells (for powering auxiliary demands) for scenario D (decarbonisation by 2050).

Figure 48: Number of vessels with auxiliary fuel cells in scenario D – 859 (bubble size = relative
number)

152

The total number of ships utilising battery and fuel cells are provided in the spreadsheet ‘total number of
ships with alternatives.xls’. In contrast, the resulting number of ships utilising battery and fuel cells calling at
each UK port are provided in the spreadsheets num_ships_alternative_D.csv and num_ships_alternative_E.csv.
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Under scenario D the number of vessels with auxiliary fuel cells is higher at the majority of the top 10
UK ports, apart from Dover and Peterhead, than in scenario E.

Figure 49: Number of vessels with auxiliary fuel cells at the top 10 UK ports scenario D vs E

Figure 50 shows the number of vessels using full battery electric as a propulsion system. There is little
difference between the number of fully electric vessels under scenario D compared to scenario E.

Figure 50: Number of fully electric vessels in scenario D and E – 1017 (bubble size = relative number)
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Number of vessels using compressed hydrogen with fuel cells as main propulsion
system
Under the hydrogen illustrative scenario, the potential number of vessels utilising hydrogen and fuel
cells for propulsion corresponds to the number of vessels utilising batteries, estimated in Figure 50.
This is due to the a direct mapping of battery electric vessels to hydrogen and fuel cell vessels by the
method described in the section ‘Mapping to alternative technology and fuel/energy’ in this Appendix.
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